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HUNT AND COMPANY — Howard 'Sonny" Hunt, state Democratic Party chairman (second from right), is
surrounded by Calloway County Democratic Party and county officials including (from left) Calloway County Judge
Robert 0. "Bob" Miller, Ron Christopher, and Z. C. Enix, county party chairman. Hunt addressed a gathering of coun-
ty precinct committeemen and executive committee members Monday night
Staff Photos by Lowell Atchley
DEMO BANQUET — A portion of the over 150 county Democrats who
attended a precinct committee banquet at Colonial House Smorgasbord
Monday night are pictured from left Mrs. Dan Winters, Myrtle Jordan,
Beurdean Wrather, Fannie Stubblefield, Mary Hopson', Sue Outland and




Albert Jones, U.S. Attorney
announced today that the grand jury
sitting in Louisville on Sept. 12, 1977
(Monday) returned an indictment
charging Bruce Carroll Garland,
Melvie Garland, and Buddy Lee
Workman, with "conspiracy to obstruct
justice, subordination of perjury,
perjury and illegal influencing of the
testimony of a witness."
Also named as a co-conspirator, but
net as a defendant, in the 16-count
indictment, Jones said, was Grace
Workman, wife of the defendent, Buddy
Lee Workman.
In all, the announcement said, Bruce
Garland is charged in the indictment
with five counts of subordination of
perjury, five counts of perjury and one
count of illegal influencing of a witness.
Melvie Garland is charged with one
count of perjury and Buddy Lee
Workman is charged with three counts
of perjury according to Jones. All three
inside today 
are charged in one count of conspiracy
to obstruct justice.
Bruce Garland and Melvie Garland
were arrested by agents of the Bureau
of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms and
the Kentucky State Police. The charges
in the indictment stem from the trial of
Bruce Carroll Garland in the U.S.
District Court for the Western District
of Kentucky at Paducah on May 17, 18
and 19, 1077.
That trial related to a six-count
indictment charging Bruce Garland
with the illegal possession and
operation of a distillery (still) in the
Calloway County, Ky., on or about Feb.
4, 1977 Jones reported.
Bond on Bruce Garland has been set
at $20,000, cash, and for Melvie Garland
at $2,500 on recognizance. Buddy Lee
Workman has not been apprehended
the announcement said. All of the
defendents are reported to be residents
of the Murray area.
One Section —12 Pages
Miss Doris Rowland, secretary to Peoples Bank
President William Boyd, recently earned the
coveted Certified Pfofessional Secretary CPS)( 
designation. Story and photo on Page 5.
High among those on the list of unsung heroes of
World War II should be the ladies who operated the
small telephone switchboards of the era says M. C.
Garrott in today's installment of Garrott's Galley
on the Opinion Page, page 4.
showers likely
Generally cloudy through
Wednesday with showers and
thunderstorms likely. Low
tonight in the mid 60s to low 70s.
High Wednesday in the upper 70s
to low 110s.
Thursday through Saturday
variable cloudiness with near
normal temperatures and chance
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By State Demo Chairman
By L()WELL ATCHLEY
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
Kentucky- Democratic Part*
Chairman Hoseard "Sonny" Hunt has
stressed continued , party unity
following some 10 years of rebuilding in
the state.
Hunt told ,over 150 party regulars
Monday night to "keep up the good
work.. .don't let your guard down."
Hunt, in a question-answer session
with party precinct committeemen and
executive committee members at '
Murray's Colonial House Smorgasbord,
called for a Carter administration
-education program" for the Panama
Canal treaty. "I don't think they've
done a good job in educating the
people," Hunt said.
The state party chairman also took a
couple of verbal jabs at the national
news media in connection with the Bert
Lance affair. "I just think to some
degree the news media is looking for
something else.. .1 think we'll know
more after Thursday. Lance, Carter's
budget director, is expected to face a
Senate Government Affairs Committee
Thursday.
Hunt predicted "only two or three" in
the race for the party gubernatorial
nomination in 1979. "Some of the
candidates we have out now will he
gone. Others that .we haven't heard of
will be in it," Hunt predicted. The state
party chairman predicted a larger field
for the lieutenant governor's race.
Benton attorney Richard Lewis, a
former executive aide to governor
Julian Carroll and often talked-about
candidate for lieutenant governor
showed up for the Calloway County
party function Monday night.
The state party chairman nixed
recent Republican accusations of party
misappropriations in the presidential
race last fall. The state Democratic
Party, Hunt said, raised the money and
funneled it into a state party bank
account. Most of the money, he said,
went to the presidential race.
Hunt called Governor arroll's close
relationship to the Carter
administration a "real asset." He
Lance Denies That He Has Any
Intentions Of Resigning Post
WASHINGTON (AP) — Bert Lance
today denied that he has any intention
of resigning after he defends himself
before a Senate committee on
Thursday.
"I'm going to keep on doing the job at
the Office of Management and
Budget," Lance told reporters outside
his Georgetown home as he headed for
work and a session later in the day with
President Carter.
Meanwhile, Democratic Sen. Gary
Hart of Coloradorjoined the list of those
advocating that Lance depart his
government post. "But it's a decision
that should be made by the President
and not the Congress," Hart said this
morning. "Congress revolves around
controversy, but this one is taking some
Bridge Traffic
To Be Limited
The Wickliffe-Cairo Bridge over the
Ohio River will be closed to vehicles
weighing more than 5,000 pounds for
approximately 24 hours beginning at 9
a.m. Wednesday district highway
engineer Robert Hodges announced
today. . •
Hodges said that the closure "is to
facilitate placing concrete for a portion
of the new deck" on the bridge.
"If no unusual problems are
encountered, traffic will be returned to
one-lane, 80,000 pounds gross, eight-foot
maximum width, at 9 a.m. Thursda.
Sept. 15," Hodges said.
Hodges added that vehicles less than
5,000 pounds gross using the bridge
during this time can expect longer than
normal delays because of the concrete
placement.
Hodges pointed out than "anything
larger than an 'unloaded pickup truck"
normally weighs more than. 5.000
pounds."
Traffic conditions at the site ma
obtained by calling "bridge control





WASHINGTON, D. C. —
Congressman Carroll Hubbard
announced that more than 9,000 of t',
questionnaires sent out Septembr
have been returned from Wa4ter-
Kentucky constituents as of Septeim*
10.
Of these questionnaires, 8,000 ha'.,
been tallied. The response is as folio"
regarding President Carter's signing !
the Panama Canal Treaty: 581 in fa%
6,867 against, and 552 no opinion. '-
Hubbard said, "For two and one-half
years I have served on the House
Panama Canal Subcoinitiittee. I have
heard much testimony about the
negotiations and the Treaty itself
remain vigorously opposed to the
Treaty and believe it's a shame that
current efforts in Washington fropi
supporters of the Treaty are trying to
lead people to believe that if you have
the 'facts you support the Treaty.'*
of the impetus away from the energy
program." . -
Lance, under fire by the same panel
which recommended his confirmation
early this year as the nation's budget
director, said his meeting at the White
House was to be over routine OMB
business and "I don't know" if the
subject of his own troubles would even
come up.
am going to have my regular
meeting to talk about the OMB
situation," the embattled Lance said.
"I'm going to have an interesting day
today. I have got to go and. ..make a
decision about whether the caribou get
to graze in the wilderness of Alaska or
whether we get to explore oil there."
Lance is scheduled to appear
Thursday before the Senate
Government Affairs Committee. One
member of that panel, Sen. Charles H.
Percy, R-111, asked on Monday that it
explore whether there was a cover-up
of Lance's financial problems before
Carter named him to the budget post.
Percy said he wants to call the
President's former ethics adviser, John
L. Moore, to testify at the committee's
hearings on the Lance affair.
Asked about speculative repo
he would resign after he has a char e to
present his case to the committee,
Lancp...pleclared "That's absolutely
incorrtrct," during the morning
questioning by reporters.
15 Killed In Kansas
City Flash Flooding
KANSAS CITY (AP) — Flash floods
left 15 persons dead, an undetermined
number of others missing and hundreds.
more homeless or stranded today after
the heaviest rains in the city's history.
"We had a six-foot wall of water
roaring down Brush Creek ... and it just
swept up everything in its path, shoved
it aside or rammed its way through,"
said Frank H. Spink, Jr., director of
emergency preparedness for the city,
as he described the scene at the
Country Club Plaza, a widely known
shopping center in the southern part of
the city!
"Police are checking for possible
additional deaths in the cars caught in
the wall of water that swept Brush
Creek, Ward Parkway and the Plaza
shopping area," he said.
Spink said nine of the confirmed
deaths were in the city itself, four
occurred in southern suburbs and two
in eastern) suburbs.
The plaza was one of the hardest hit
areas as the normally lazy creek
overflowed its banks, sent cars floating
through the streets and dumped up to
five feet of water in some stores. Police
armed with rifles stood guard during
the night to protect the shops from
looters.
Water from the rampaging Blue
River in the east section of the city
forced the evacuation of 500 mobile
homes at the Heart of America- Trailer
Court and closed the General Motors
auto :asSembly . plant and other
industries in the Leeds district.
theorized, "It will benefit Kentucky in
the long run by having a close
association with Washington." Carroll
recently "turned around" the Southern
Governor's Conference by blocking a
move by Southern governors to vote
against Carter's Panama Canal
package, Hunt said. '
Hunt also planned a so-called "feud"
between First District Congressman
Carroll Hubbard, D-Mayfield, and the
Carroll Administration "I don't think
it's that bad. It's something that's been
blown way out of bounds."
Hunt said Kentucky State Auditor
George Atkins, an avowed
gubernatorial nomination hopeful, has
been prone to "stir the pot a little" for
the Carroll administration.
The state party chairman was on
hand Monday night for what county
chairman Z.C. Enix called the first of a
series of party meetings prior to the
November General Election. The party
handed out a number of plaques
Monday night. The party cited Mary
Jane Littleton, for her work as past
chairman of the county executive
committee, and Donald "Don" Tucker
for his work in voter registration.
for his work m voter registration.
The county party also gifte Hunt, a
Danville native, and one time Kentucky
member of the House, a silver tray.
A number of city and county office
seekers attended the party get-
together. Executive Committee
members include Loyd Arnold, LaRue
Sledd, Luck Burt Ron Christopher
(master of ceremonies), Enix, county
party chairman, Clayton Hargrove,
Polly Hooks, Ronnie Jackson, Violet
Johnson, party vice-chairman, Bill
MdCuiston, Patricia Miller, Swann





Board is slated to discuss appraisals on
the Judge Robert 0. "Bob" Miller
property, which adjoins hospital
grounds, and talk about bid packages
on the physicians office building, when
the city-county medical board meets
Thursday at 7:15 p.m., in the
conference room in the convalescent
wing.
The board is also expected to talk
about bid packages on commercial
space for the physicians office building,





Murray Independent Board of
Education appointed Tom Rushing, 39,
a former city councilman, to fill the
unexpired term of Kenneth Humphreys
in a special board session Monday
evening.
The city school board also accepted a
single $8,000 bid for a Head Start
program van in the called meeting.
Murray Board4of Education is slated
to meet in regular session Sept. 22.
NEW BOARD MEMBER—Thomas Rushing, center, was sworn in as a 
new member of the Murray Independent
Board of Education prior to a special meeting of the board Monday afterno
on. Delivering the oath of office is Shiela
Shaw and at right is Robert Glin Jeffrey, superintendent. Rushing replaces 
Kenneth Huinphreys who has moved out
of the district Staff Photo litY Lowell Atchley




Groups of First Christian
Church CWF will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. John
Quertermmis at eleven a.m.,
for a potluck with program by
Mrs. Oren Hull; IV with Mrs.
H. B. Bailey, Jr., at 7:30 p.m.
with program by Miss
Rebecca Dublin
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: New
Providence with Beth Falwell
at one p in. and Country:side
with Dinah Westerman.
Ruth Warren Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Women will meet will. Gracie
Holland
Murray Ti PS Clu will




-School Class and Betty Sledd
Mission Group of the
Memorial Baptist Church will
have a joint meeting at 6:30
.p.m.
Recital by several of the
Murray State faculty mem-
bers performing solo and
ensemble numbers will be at
8:15 p.m. at the Farrell
Recital Hall of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center, MSU. No
admission and public is in-
vited.
Freed Hardeman
Associates will meet at the
University Church of Christ
Annex at seven p.m.
Murray Star Chapter, No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at 7:30 p.m.
Reservations for ladies day
lUncheon on Wednesday at the
Murray Country Club should














4-10 p.m. wadnesday at
%IMO.
Tuesday, September 13
Murray Band Boosters Club
will meet at the band room of
the high school at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Branch of AAUW
will meet in home 'economies
lounge of Applied Science
Building, MSU, for a potluck
supper at six p.m.
Wednesday, September 14
Hazel Senior Citizens, will
meet at one p.m. at the Hazel
Community Center.
Arts and Crafts Club will
meet at the home of Mrs.
Filna Holland, 1614 Keenland,
•.). 30 p in.
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: South
Pleasant Grove with Mrs.
CIOITg Jones at 1:30 p.m., and
Pottertown at Colonial House
Smorgasbord at ten a.m.
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Hannah with
Mrs. Joe Keeslar and Ruth
Wilson at church parlor, both
at 7:30 p.m., and Wesleyan
with Mrs. Nate Beal at 6:30
p.m.
Women of the Murray
Country Club will have their
ladies day luncheon at twelve
noon with Jana Hughes as
chairman of the hostesses.
Golf and bridge will be at 9:30
a.m. and "wine-up" for tennis
at 10:30 a.m.
Harris Grove Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Al
Gardner at one-p.m.
Opening day of bridge for
women for the fall and winter
season will be held at the
Murray Country Club at 9:30
a.m. Cathryn Garrott is'
general bridge chairman.
Thursday, September 15
Hazel Woman's Club will
meet at the Hazel Community
Center at seven p.m.
Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club is
scheduled to meet at 6:30 p.m.
at the Murray Woman's Club
House.
Home Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
two p.m. at the club house
with the program by the
general officers and the
devotion by Mrs. Max Hurt.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at eight p.m.
at the lodge hall.
Thursday, September 15
Memorial Baptist Church
Baptist Women will meet at
the Triangle Inn at nine a.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist
Church Baptist Women will




Associates will serve dinner in
the University Church of
Christ annex at six p.m. with
the cost being three dollars
per plate. Virgil Trout will be
the special featured speaker.
Murray Middle School
Parent-Teacher Organization
will meet at 7:30 p.m. for an
open house.
Men's Stag Night of Murray
Country Club will be at.6:30
p.m. with Buddy Buckingham,
chairman, assisted by John
Gregory, Bobby Johnson, and
Chad Stewart.
Ellis Cent'et-Nvill be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. A potluck will
be served at noon. For tran-
sportation call 753-0929 by 9:15
a.m.
Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will meet
at the home of Mrs. Randy
Cunningham at seven p.m.
Vans will leave the First
Baptist Church at 11:30 a.m.
for the open house for the
WMU at the Jonathan Creek
Baptist Assembly.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the EttiCenter.
Paschall-Spain Vows
To Be September 23
Mr. and Mrs. Oxie Paschall of Almo Route One announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their only daughter,
Dianna Kay, to Gary Lynn Spain, only son of Mr. and Mrs.
Glenn Spain of Hartford, Ark,
Miss Paschall attended Calloway County High tchool and
has been employed at Hazel Park, Melt
Mr. Spain graduated from a high school in Hartford and ser-
ved in the U. S. Army for two years during the Korean conflict.
He is now employed in construction work at Fort Smith, Ark.
The wedding will be solemnized on Friday, September 23, at
six p.m. at the Almo Church of Christ with Bro. Harold Arnett
officiating. A reception will follow at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding
and the reception. Only out of town invitations will be sent.
Secretaries Seminar Will
Be At Paris Landing Inn
The Paris klhapter of the
National Secretaries
Association at Paris, Tn., will
conduct its Third Annual
Secretarial Seminar at Paris
Landing Inn, on Saturday,
September 17.
The theme of this seminar
will be "Secretaryship and
Reality: The Facts of Life,"
and will be conducted by Dr.
Advanced Group Plans
Tennis Play Thursday
Pairings for the Advanced
group of Women's Tennis for
the Murray Country Club for
play on Thursday, September
15, have been announced as
follows:
Court No. One - 9:00 a. m.
- Donna Keller and Peggy
Billington vs. Georgianna
Moffitt and Tern Burke.
Court No. Two - 9:00 a. .m.
- Lou Ann Philpot and Nancy
Walston vs. Patsy Miller and
Lillie Johnson.
Court No. Dave - 10:00 a.
m. - Shirley Boone, and
Sharon Brown vs. Judy Nall
and Kathy Burchfield.
l'homas A. Noble, Associate
Profssor of Management at
the University of Tennessee at
Martin.
Registration will begin at
830 a. m. and the meeting will
continue until 2:00 p. m. A fee
of $15.00 will be charged and
includes a coffee break,
luncheon, fashion show and
hand-out materials.
Dr. Noble will cover three
problem areas of the modern
secretarial life. These areas
are I 1) Every person's hours
are numbered; (2) Every
person is different, and (3)
Every problem has a cause.
This seminar is open to all
secretaries and personnel
management. Letters have
been mailed to several local
firms and companies, but
those not receiving one may
do so by contacting Mrs. Norm
F. Vaughn, 504 Commercial
Bank Building, Paris, Ten-
nessee 38242, or calling 901-
642-3273.
THETA D(PARTMENT-Otficers of the Theta Department of the Murray Woman's
Club watch as Mason of Mason's Antique & Gift Shop gives a refinishing workshop
program at the dub house. The officers are, left to right, Anna Mae Thurman, secretary,
Wilma Beatty, chairman, and Maxine Scott vice-chairman. Not pictured is Ooia Camp-
bell, treasurer. The department will open the new dub year with a dinner meeting on
Monday, September 19, at 6:30 p.m. at the club house with Steve Zea speaking on
'Current Projects in the Gty of Murray." Reservations should be made by Friday, Sep-
tember 16. Hostesses will be Bess Kerlick, Lucy Forrest, and Martha Guier.
Hairdressers Will
Be At State Meet
Members of the Murray
Affiliate of the National
Hairdressers and
Cosmetologists Association,
Inc., will attend the 30th an-
nual convention and
educational show of the
Kentucky Association at the
Gaft House, Louisville, Sep-
tember 16 to 19.
Debbie Nance, president of
the Murray Affiliate, said two
days of continuous education
by Allda Weergang, a
nationally known artist having
studied in England, France,
Spain, Germany, and Holland,
and by members of the Blue
1 1-rs. Hortin Speaks
Miss Majors Will it Methodist Meeting
Wed Mr. Henderson
Mr. and Mrs. William Majors of Murray Route One an-
nounce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Diane, to Steve Henderson of Murray, son of Mrs.
Mayrene Hawkins of Water Valley Route One and Robert Hen-
derson of Orleans, Ind.
The bride-to-be is a 1972 graduate of Calloway County High
School and attended Murray State University, where she is
now employed, he is the grandduaghter of Mrs. Yettie
Wallace of Mayfield.
Mr. Henderson attend Fulton City High School and is a 1974
graduate of Murray State University where he is presently em-
ployed.
The wedding will take place on Saturday, September 24, at
two p. m. at the Memorial Baptist Church, Main at Tenth
Street, Murray, with the Rev. Jerrell White officiating. A
reception will follow the ceremony at the church.
Only out of town invitations will be sent, and all relatives and
friends are invited to attend.






(Mother Nicole), Rt. 1,
Hardin, Baby Boy Bazzell
(Mother Teresa), Rt. 1,
Kirksey.
DISMISSALS
Brigham E. Womble, Rt. 1,
Box 232, Dukedom, Tn., Mrs.
Annette H. Haneline and Baby
Girl, 1607 Belmont, Murray,
Miss Mary A. Linn, Box 167,
Benton, Jim L. Griffaw, 1230
E. Hildale Cape Girardeau.
Mo., Carl G. Cossey, Rt. 1, Box
121, Murray, Eric I.. Duncan,
Box 6, Shady Oaks Tr. Ct.,
Murray, Mrs. Jane E. Forth,
Rt. 2, Gilbertsville, Danny S.
McCuiston, 1604'2 Martin
Chapel Rd., Murray, Timtohy
D.' Cook, .Rt. Box 2323,
Murray, Mrs. Nalrma K. York,
Rt. 1, Box 174, Hardin, Melvin
W. Smith, Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs.
Sandra F. Bebber, Rt. 8,
Murray, Larry G. Robinson,
Rt. 6, Murray, Robert D.
Howell. 612 College Cts.,
Murray, Mrs. Rebecca R.
Henson, McClains Tr. Ct., No.
12, Paris, Tn., Mrs. Effie
Hanky, Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs.





Baby Boy Rose I mother
Cynthia), Rt. 4, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Teria T. Payne and
Baby Girl, No. 6 Wayncath
Apts., Paducah, Mrs. Joyce K.
Tidwell and Baby Girl, Rt. ,7,
Murray, Mrs. Charlotte J.
•
Roberts, Rt. 1, Paris, Tn.,
James E. Garrison, 303 Oak-
dale, Murray, Mrs. Patsy J.
Howard and Baby Girl. Rt. 2,
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Corinne C.
Farris, 1706 W. Olive, Murray,
Mary Felicia, 2972 E. Ohio
Rd.. Bay City, Mich., Mrs.
Shirley J. Oswalt, Rt. 5,
Benton, Mrs. Ann B. An-
derson, P.O. Box 395, Benton,
James W. McCuan, 2012
Londell, Arnold, Mo., Carl A.
Hopkins, 213 Irvan, Murray,
Mrs. Mary 0. Moody, 808 S.
4th, Murray, Mrs. Loree S
Doyle, 124 N. 15th, Murray,,.
Mrs. Ennis McDaniel, Rt. 3,
Murray, James H. Blalock,
311 N. 10th, Murray, Dee












1.4 cup minced parsley
1,4 cup finely chopped toasted
walnuts
Let the cream *rese and
blue cheese stand ateroom tem-
perature until softened; with a
spoon thoroughly beat together;
add mayonnaise and Worcester-
shire and beat to blend. Pack
into a 2-cup crock or souffle
dish. Cover and chill. Just be-
fore serving, mix together the
parsley and walnuts; press
over top ,of cheese mixture
Serve from crock with a sprea-
der and crackers.
The First United Methodist
Church Women held the
general meeting on Tuesday,
September 6, at ten a. m. in
the Hale Chapel of the church
with the president, Mrs.
Milton Jones, presiding.
The opening prayer was by
the JRev. Robert E. Farless.
Mrs. Gordon Moody, chair-
man of the Wesleyan Circle,
gave the devotion on "Flowers
Of Inspiration In God's
Garden" and closed with
prayer.
Mrs. L. J. Hortin was the
speaker for the meeting and




"The Kelley Reunion" was
held in the Eldridge Baptist
Church, Eldridge, Ala., 'with a
large number of the Kelley's
attended from several states.
Evangelist Charles Ship-
man brought the morning
service. His mother was a
Kelley.
The Kelley's started west in
1832 from the Carolina's in a
covered Wagon. One of their
oxen died and they settled4i.
Alabama.
Mr. and Mrs. Rollie E.
Kelley and Mr. and Mrs. J. L.
Culpepper of Murray attended
the reunion on August 14.
Is it done'?
Meats cooked in liquids or
steam are considered done
when the muscle is fork tender
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I I S. 12fIr 753-11113$
Free Porting In Rear
History." Mrs. Buron Jeffrey
introduced Mrs. Hortin.
Thirty-five persons were
present with the Faith Doran
Circle having the largest
number present.
The Executive board met at
nine a. m. and a coffee was
held in the recreational room
of the church at 9: 30 a. m. with





Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
met Tuesday,,,,September 6, at
seven p.m. at the Murray
Lodge Hall with Deana
Seigler, worthy advisor, and
Sybil Lasater, mother ad-
visor, presiding.
An initiation was held with
the degrees of the order being
conferred upon Lori Weaver.
Members present were
Susan Cates, Rhonda Sledd,
Teena George, Deidre
Folsom, Lana Lasater, Vickey
Weatherford. Deana Seigler.
and Donna Smith.
Adults present were Sybil
Lasater, Twila Coleman, and
Joe Lasater.
The next meeting Nill be
held Tuesday, September 20.
at seven p.m. at the lodge hall.
Grass Hair Fashion Com-
mittee, will be conducted.
On Sunday, September 18, a
banquet, parade of Affilitates,
total fashion contests, dan-
cing, and entertainment will
be held. Included in the events
on Saturday, September 17,
will be the Monte Carlo Party
for fun and games.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Charles Scruggs of
Murray has been a patient at
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Kennita Freed of Murray
has been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Charles Lamb of Murray
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are moving to a new location
305 South 8th St.
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Let's Stay Well By J L ,Blasingame MD -
The Cause And
Management Of Shingles
0. Ms. M. A. writes to
inquire about shingles, es-
pecially as they affect
older persons. She wants to
I know how long a case usu-
ally lasts and how to treat
the disease.
A. Shingles or herpes
zoster is an acute inflam-
matory disease due to the
same virus that causes
chicken pox. The virus at-
tacks the sensory nerves
which supply the skin.
• The skin supplied by the
inflamed nerve becomes
highly sensitive, much as if
it is sunburned. The sensi-
tive area often reddens.
Small, clear blisters ( vesi-
cles) appear as the pain
increases. They dry, crust
over, and heal in 10 to 14
days. However, the skin
may remain exquisitely
sensitive, and pain may
become worse in recurrent
episodes for weeks or
months after the skin has
healed. Cases vary consid-
erably in their degree of
severity.
Shingles may affect the
skin of the scalp or face,
and even involve the eye.
This form of the disease is
often exceptionally painful
and causes cloudy changes
in the cornea or clear part
of the front of the eye.
Herpes zoster almost al-
ways involves one side of
the body, and only one
nerve is generally
involved, though several
adjacent nerves may occa-
sionally be affected. Folk-
lore has it that shingles can
be fatal if it extends all
around the body. For this
infection to occur on both
sides of the body at the
same time is highly unlike-
ly. The pain would be more
extensive but not life-
threatening.
Herpes zoster is slightly
contagious in the acute
stages. Physicians often
see a few cases occurring
at the same time in a
community.
" Treatment consists of
rest and limitation of activ-
ity during the early course
of the disease. The victim
often shows a mild fever
and generalized aching,
with the pain more severe
in the area of the body
supplied by the inflamed
nerve. Pain may be suffi-
ciently severe to require -
Vaughn Home Is Scen
Of 'UDC Chapter Meet
Mrs. Leonard Vaughn was
hostess for the recent business
meeting of the J.N. Williams
Chapter of the United
Daughters of the Confederacy-T
at her lovely home on West
Main Street.
The president, Mrs. John L.
Livesay, opened the meeting
with the pl4dge to the flags
and Mrs. W. Z. Carter led in
prayer.
Reports of the previous







Kentucky Division of the UDC,
were read. Compliments were
extended to Miss Nance and
her cohOstess, Mrs. Charlie
Stubblefield, for the luncheon
served to the thirty-four
members and guests.
Dr. James W. Hammack
was highly praised for his
excellent program on "Sam
Davis, Martyred Spy." He
gave a most informative and
interesting talk on one of the
South's most loved and
honored heroes; a man who
chose death by hanging rather
than betray the names of his
friends, said Mrs. Leonard
Vaughn, secretary. Leonard
Vaughn, husband of Mrs.
Vaughn, was elected an
honorary member of the J. N.
Williams Chapter of the UDC.
Mrs. W. Z. Carter treasurer,
gave her report. Mrs. Livesay
reminded each one to be sure
to attend the state convention
to be held at the Ramada Inn
at Paducah in October.
New officers installed by
Mrs. Carter for the coming
chapter year were Mrs. John
J. Livesay, president; Dr.
Helene Visher, vice-
president; Mrs. Inez Claxton,
second vice-president; Mrs.
Stephen Sanders, third vice-
president; Mrs. Leonard
Vaughn, secretary; Mrs. W. Z.
Carter, treasurer; Miss
Maude Forrest Nance,
registrar; Mrs. Fred Gingles,
historian; Dr. Mildred Hat-
cher, chaplain.
Coffee and other treats were














4.10 p.m. Wednesday at
Jeutits.
her cohostesses, Mrs. J.O.
Chambers and Mrs. Lois
Sammons, to fourteen
members and one visitor,
Mrs. Edward S. Nance of
Chicago, Ill.
medication for relief. Lo-
cal ointments are not usu-
ally helpful.
If the infection involves
the eye, an eye specialist
may have to give special
care to try to see that
vision is not damaged.
When a person has been
repeatedly fatigued ot- un-
der stress, his resistance is
lowered and he becomes
more susceptible to shin-
gles. Keep in mind that
such infections may be the
first manifestation that a
person, especially if elder-
ly, has some other underly-
ing disease. A careful
checkup should be made
after the acute phase of
shingles to be sure that a
malignancy or other
chronic disease is not also
present.
In the chronic phase, if
the skin remains sensitive
and painful, it may be
necessary to take medicine
for relief. Such flareups of
pain have a tendency to be
more troublesome at night.
Dilantin sodium, a drug
used for years in the con-
trol of epileptic convul-
sions, has been found help-
ful in controlling bouts of
pain which recur weeks
after healing. It can be
e used for several days and
left off unless pain returns.
This medication should be
taken under the direction
of a physician.
Small pox vaccination
was formerly used to try to
increase immunity and
lessen the severity of a
case of shingles, but it has
generally been abandoned
in treatment or prevention
of the disease.
Your Individual Elik7,/. 
Horoscope 1):4(aio
 Frances Drake 
FOR WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 1977
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) grA
Don't let am. disappoint-
ments get you down. Good
progress indicated during the
hours after noon. Try to force
the pace.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Don't mix business with
pleasure to the detriment of
either — or both. In discussions,
listen BEFORE you speak. A
day for caution.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) 11491-
There will be many avenues
to success open now. With
diligence and good judgment,
you should be able to rack up
gratifying results and build an
even firmer foundation for
future gains.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Stellar influences indicate
that this is a time to step up
efforts. Mix with those who
encourage your desire to
achieve.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) tattg
Job and business matters
should gain momentum, but be
careful to avoid losses through
haste, illogical thinking. Some
"super" hoUrs in which to
achieve.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Readiness to adapt to duties
and those "extras" which do not
please but MUST be handled




(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An
There is a river of bright
ideas and opportunities flowing
past you: look quickly and well
— and net those which can
enhance your status.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nVelti
Especially favored now:
personal relationships, home
and family concerns, romance
and social activities. You should
have a bright day.
SAGITTARIUS




Your intuition — AND your
self-confidence — at a peak.
Grasp any opportunity to show
youf ability. Travel plans
favored.
CAPRICORN
'VW(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Mild influences: Whether
handling large or small tasks,
don't let nonessentials get in the
way of steady progress. Per-
sonal relationships highly
favored. • ,
AQUARIUS =,,Ak(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Stimulating aspects fbster
inventiveness and creativity
generally. An excellent period
in Which to try out new devices
and methods, to capitalize on
unique ideas.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
You may have a tendency to
be too impressionable now.
Avoid becoming involved in
ticklish situations into which
you could be trapped — and
which could cause trouble later.
YOU BORN TODAI are
intellectually inclined, logical
and analytical in your thinking
and seriously concerned about
your mission in life. You are
extremely practical, meticu-
lous in anything you undertake
anclexceptionally competent at
handling details. Your ver-
satility is such that you could
succeed as an inventor, en-
tertainer, writer, artist or
istusician but your business
acumen is so noteworthy that
you will probably choose this as
your money-making area, while
carrying on one of the
aforementioned professions as
an avocation. Fortunately, you
are one of the rare few who can
carry on twolaccupations at
once — and successfully. Just
don't push yourself too hard.






By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I applaud your suggestion to take the
telephone off the hook when you don't want to be
disturbed. Too many people are tyrannized by the
telephone.
May I add that there is no reason to answer the door if
you are not expecting company or don't want to be
disturbed. And I am not suggesting that 'you turn off the
lights and sit in the Closet until who ever it is goes away.
If your lights are on and your radio o- TV is going and
you don't want to be disturbed, just sit there.
It will prove that you are also not tyrannized by the
door bell.
LIKES PRIVACY IN CAL.
DEAR LIKES: Thank you for "applauding" my reply.
Here's a Texan who didn't:
DEAR ABBY: Your suggestion to take the telephone off
the hook when you don't want to be disturbed wasn't very
prac
In our n land in many others), a telephone left off the
hook fo e period of time required to do ayassable job of
lovemaking activates a "howler" that comes through the
earpiece with increasing volume.
Believe me, it's-not easy to bring a romantic interlude to
a satisfactory conclusion with Ma Bell screaming at you.
ORANGE, TEX.
DEAR ORANGE: My suggested solution created such
an uproar among my readers that I checked with the
Pacific Telephone Company and was told that deactivating
one's telephone by taking the receiver off the hook is
forbidden because it can create malfunction (crossed wires,
overloaded circuits, etc.) and foul up the system.
The only solution approved by Ma Bell is to turn the
volume down as low as possible (there's a knob at the
bottom of the instrument) and place the phone under a
pillow.
DEAR ABBY: I have an awful problem that I'm sure
many other girls have. I wear braces and when my
boyfriend kisses me, it feels like someone is hitting me
the mouth with a barbed wire fence.
I like him a lot, but because it this, it makes me dread
having to kiss him. Do you rave any suggestions?
JODY
DEAR JODY: Yes. Tell hip to slow up when he gets to
the fence.
DEAR ABBY: I am a i-i-year-old girl. My problem is
that nobody ever touches me. My parents ha‘en't hugged
or kissed me for a long time, except when I go away for a
long time. Close friends outside of the family don't touch
me. either.
I am outgoing to a degree and sometimes when I really
want to hug someone. I just go ahead and hug them, but
they always stiffen up or back off. No one ever reaches out
to me first. My mother and I aren't close. I need someone
older to talk to.
I feel like nobody cares about me or oyes me. I am
intelligent. I don't have a mental problem. don't smell bad
or I'm not ugly. I'm so confused—please help me.
WANTING LOVE
DEAR WikNTING: Tell your favorite teacher what is
bothering you. If you'll reach out for affection in a gentle.
non-threatening way land a teacher can explain that more
fully), you'll find what you are looking for. And God Bless.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send $I to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr..
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long,
self-addressed, stamped (240 envplope.
Vows To Be Read
Miss Kathy Sue Jackson
and Bob flargrore
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Jackson of Murray Route Seven an-
nounce the engagement and forthcoming marriage of their
daughter, Kathy Sue, to Bob Hargrove, son of Mr. and Mrs. T.
C. Hargrove of Murray Route One.
Miss Jackson, a graduate of Calloway County High School, is
presently a sophomore at Murray State University. Her
maternal grandparents are Mrs. Gertie Wilkins of Murray and
the late W. C. Wilkins, and her paternal grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Doris Jackson of Paris, Tn.
The groom-elect, a graduate of Calloway County High
School, is a junibr at Murray State University and presently
employed as assistant manager at Seven Seas Restaurant.
Mrs. Alma Cooper of Mayfield Route Seven and the late Kaleb
Smith are his maternal grandparents. His paternal grand-
parents were the late Mr. and`Mrs. Avery Hargrove.




Mrs. Jeffrey Dowdy, the
former Candace Ramsey, was
honored with three special
events prior to her recent
wedding.
The first was a personal
shower held at therouununity
Room of the Murray Branch of
the Hopkinsville Federal
Savings and Loan Building
with Carla Ramsey, Marilyn
McKenzie, Renee Tobey, Pam
Todd, Teresa Paschall,
Teresa Starks, and Terri




present or sent gifts.
A bridal shower was held at






Keeling, Cindy Wiley, Mary Jo
Mitchell, Julia Harrell, and
Emma Ramsey.
Sixty-five persons were
present or sent gifts. Refresh-
ments were served.
Another bridal shower was
held at the First Assembly of
God, corner of South 16th
Street and Glendale Road.
Pam Woods, Melanie Morris,
Marva Lynch, and Rita
Hendley were the gracious
hostesses.
Present or sending gifts


















by Curtis & Mays, Murray
304 Main St.
Ph. 753-7360 Ted Wilson, Mgr. as
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University Church of Christ
106 N. 15th
Sept. 14-16
mai: Minister-Mayfair Church of (Iran, Oklahoma City, Oklah,,
Executive Director, International Foundation Fteligion-Sci
Research Campus Lecturer in Christian Apologetics, Chain.
Speakers Bureau, Oklahoma Christian College.
saciannew ne nas presented over 300 campus lecture serif',
nearing on most major university campuses in the United State, !
hai spoken far over 250 public high schools. He has addressed ,
clubs throughout the English-speaking world, Served as chaplair '
the University of New Mexico, Albuquerque. Religious counsel •
the Federal Correctional Institute of Dallas County and for
Reformatory. El Reno, Oklahoma. Oiaplafor Veteran's HoSt, •
-BOW, Texas. Chairman, State Ethics Comnalon, 1973-74
onewruneis, American Association for the Advancement of
with classifications in physics and • . Victoria Instil:'
Great Britain. Sety for the Sri ic Religion. Institii
Religion and MedtaI Health. Air Force . Oklahoma •chamber of Commtirce. International Platform Associationmown, Selected as Willson Lechrer in 1953, and is listed in •
national and international biographies of outstanding
Recognized from eight state governments for work with















12:30 p. m.-UCSC Devotional
7:30 p.m.-Church Building








on Ky. Lake for UCSC
'Its The Greatest Thing In The World To Be A Christian!"
P APAGE 4 THE MURRAY, Ky., HOFER I TIMES, Tees*, September 13, 1977
EDITORIAL
A Matter Of Time
Not too long ago Sen.
Abraham Ribicoff, Democrat
of Connecticut and chairman of
the Senate Governmental
Affairs committee, was
criticizing the news media for
"smearing" Bert Lance.
Recently, Sen. Ribicoff and
Sen. Charles Percy, Republican
of Illinois and vice chairman of
the committee, told President
Carter that Mr. Lance should
resign. Ribicoff later added
that weaknesses have been
exposed in the Senate con-
,firmiltion process.
Senators Ribicoff and Percy
have joined a growing number
of Americans who believe that
the tenure of Mr. Lance as
budget director should be en-
ded.
Whether illegalities are
eventually charged or proven,
there is not doubt that Mr.
Lance behaved with less than a
strong sense of fiduciary
responsibility while a private
banker: He and his relatives
overdrew their accounts by
hundreds of thousands of
dollars, serious questions
remain about Mr. Lance's use
of correspondence accounts in
New York and Chicago banks,
Mr. Lance used the same
collateral for different loans, he
did not live up to terms of loans
from New York and Chicago
banks.
Where matters can lead was
illustrated recently in a New
Republic article by Richard
Reeves and Barry M. Hager.
The journalists allege that
because of a "Good Old Boy
Network," President Carter
himself was able to obtain large
loans that were not covered by
collateral or not covered
adequately. Robert Lipshutz,
counsel to the president, and
Press Secretary Jody Powell
have denied the charges, but we
doubt that we have heard the
last of the issue. Meanwhile, the
"Old Boy" image will continue
to shine brightly so long as Mr.
Lance is defending himself on
Capitol Hill. Sooner or later
however, President Carter and
Mr. Lance will reach the same




three lines of defense:
1. August was a slow month in
Washington and the Lance
affair was the only big news.
The media exaggerated it out of
proportion.
2. Mr. Lance was doing what
all other -bankers do in the
ordinary course of business.
3. The hounding of Mr. Lance
will deter other good men from
joining government, a theory
most recently advanced by Sen.
S. I. Hayakawa.
The media, we believe, are
only guilty of doing a first-class
job of investigative reporting.
Administration and senate
investigators were inadequate
or blinded by politics.
Banking laws may need
review, but it is noteworthy that
bankers, aware of the growing
darhage to their profesigron, are
saying that Mr. iji,ance's
behavior was not typical and
certainly is not ethically ac-
ceptable.
The — good-men -in -
government" argument, a
hoary position of last-resort,
falls of its own weight. If Mr.
Lance is hanging on to clear his
name, as he says, he is in for a
surprise. Matters have reached
the stage where exactly the
opposite is more likely.
Americans, we believe, have
a soft spot for friendships, but
also understand the folly of
letting friendship interfere with
the exercise of good judgment.
Mr. Lance has become such a
handicap to thg office that he
holds, to his friend, the
President, and to the ad-
ministration that his choice has
been narrowed to one.
If Sen. Ribicoff can see it, will
President Carter be far behind?
KPA Opposes To
Changes In Statutes
The Kentucky Press Association
announced itstpposition Friday to the
preliminary draft of legislation issued
by the Municipal Statutes Revision
Commission which pertains to a
complete overhaul of Kentucky statutes
dealing with city government.
• William E. Matthews, KPA
president, said the board of directors of
the Association took action relikitantly,
but necessarily, out of "grave concern"
that Kentucky, unlike othd- states,
could be moving in the direction of less
openess and accountability in
government.
Tbe KPA board, representing more
than 130 newspapers with total
circulation amounting to close to one
million newspapers, expressed its fear
that the proposed legislation could
become law unless its more negative
aspects could be fully exposed to the
public.
The KPA action reflected the first
orgainzed opposition to the
Commission's report. The Commission
*as established by the General
Assembly in 197% for the purpose of
Providing a coderof uniform statutes
that would be applicable to all cities.
"In our view," Matthews said,
."Kentucky has minimum requirements
binding upon public officials in
accounting for their decisions and for
the expenditure of taxpayer dollars.
Most, if not all, adjoining states have
statutory requirements calling for even
more detailed accounting of how tax
9 
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dollars are spent. — -
"This is no time," the KPA president
continued, "for Kentucky to start
turning back the clock in an era in
which the public has become
increasingly leery of the performance
of public officials."
Matthews said the /CPA took
exception to suggestions that
newspapers are interested in the
publication of financial statements and
other public notice advertising by
government because of the revenue
generated by such advertising.
"Actually, public notice advertising
represents less than one percent of
Kentucky newspapers' income," he
said, -and any Kentucky newspaper
worth its salt is far more interested in
seeing that public officials discharge
their responsibility properly than it is in
its own economic well-being."
He said KPA supports, in principle,
the concepioof more power for cities.
But, he said , if cities are to enjoy more
power, they must be willing to pay the
price by accdunting to their
constituents, not just by telling what
they're doing, but how much it costs.
As far as the KPA is concerned,
Matthews said, the right of the public to
know what government is doing is a
right passed down and through the
nation's forefathers, a first
amendment privilege given by those
who were zealously conscious and
protective of each American's right to
know what was happening to those tax
dollars which he forwarded to his local,
state and federal government.
Matthews said KPA rejects the
; commission's notion that the press
should be provided with the information
now contained in public notice
advertising and thenleft with the
discretion of running what the editor
decided ought to run.
"There is no doubt that certain
revisions need to be made in statutes
dealing with city government," the
'press spokesman said, "but those
revisions should not results in such a
total shift of power from the state to
local governments!'
• The commission's proposals, he said,
"would broaden the power of city
officials to tax and to use tax monies,
but, at the same time, would make
these officials less accountable to the
taxpaying public" '
As 55 MPH LAW MSFjtOA YoU




2 Longs and 2 Shorts
When you list the unsung heros and
heroines of the World War II era, high
on the list will be the ladies who
Operated the small, party-line
telephone switchboards in the little,
out-of-the-way hamlets across
..America. For it was they who went the
extra mile to enable thousands of
departing and returning servicemen to
talk with their folks back home.
One was the late Mrs. Eva Dunaway
at the Lynn Grove Exchange, and one
of those servicemen was Alvis Jones,
the superintendent of grounds at
Murray State. It was January 16, 1946.
Alvis had just landed in New York City
after seeing combat in Europe as a code
clerk with the First and Third Armies.
His 16-day trip home across the North ,
Atlantic on a Liberty ship had been a
rough, cold one. The decks w4te
slippery.2th frozen spray as he and his
buddies watched the New York skyline
slip alongside the ship. Although they
docked at 9 a. m., it was late that night
before they disembarked and were
taken by train to Camp Kilmer, N. J.
++++++
At Kilmer, Alvis, like all returning
GIs, headed for a telephone, pausing
only to drop his gear in his assigned
barracks. "The phones were in a big
bliilding," he recalled. "There were
booths all around the walls, and out in
the center was a lady at a desk. You had
to place your call with her.
After awaiting his turn and reaching
the desk, he told the lady he wanted to
call the Lynn Grove Exchange in
Calloway County, Ky. "What number
do you want?" the operator asked.
"There ain't no number, mam," Alvis
replied. "Just ask for Mrs. Pearl Jones'
residence."
"But," protested the operator, "you
have to have a number to make a call!"
"Well, mam," Alvis repeated, "we
Funny World
CRIME
In Rijeka, Yugoslavia police thought
there was somethinesuspicious about a
car parked sideways in the middle of
the street. When they approached the
car, it sped away and in the ensuing 5-
mile chase the following events
occured: The deputies tried to shoot the
tires out, the driver shot back at them
and tried to ram their car off the road,
they shot out his engine, the man
jumped out of his car and escaped.
Deputies later found out that the car
had been stolen — from a wrecking
yard.
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D: C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
.4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General- -
Assembly is in session by dialing I-
564-2500 or by writing to therfl in care -
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state legislators




Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
201 S. 3rd Street
Murrayl Ky. 42071
A > I
residence two longs and two shorts."
"Oh," exclaimed the operator. "Then
you do have a number— 22."
-No, mam," Alvis again said, "just
two longs and two shorts. If you'll just
get Mrs. Eva Dunaway, the Lynn Grove
operator, and ask for Mrs. Pearl Jones'
residence — two longs and two shorts."
"Well!" exclaimed the operator, a bit
nettled by now. "I've been with the
telephone company 15 years and have
never heard of anything like this.
You've just got to have a number."
mam. Just two longs and two
shorts," Alvis repeated. "If you will
just do what I ask you,,you can get my
rribmma."
++++++
Told there would be an hour wait
before they could get to his call, Alvis
left. It was midnight then at Kilmer —
11 p. m. in Lynn Grove. At 1 a. m. he
was back, anxious to talk with his
mother. It would be still another hour,
he lAias told.
At 2 a. m., he was finally paged and
directed to a specific phone booth. He
thought they had his mother on the line,
but, no, they were just starting to put
through the call. Alvis listened as the
operators along the line — in Chicago,
St. Louis, Paducah and finally in
Murray — relayed it. His heart was
pounding as he heard the Murray
operator ring the Lynn Grove
Exchange.
Mrs. Dunaway, elderly at the time,
had long since gone to bed. Nothing
much went on in Lynn Grove at one in
the morning in those days. Still doesn't,
Alvis laughed. Finally, Mrs. Dunaway
sleepily answered.
"Information, please," asked the
Kilmer operator.
"We ain't got no information," Mrs.
Dunaway replied. "Who is it you want
to talk to?"
' -We want the residence of Mrs. Pearl
Jones," the New Jersey operator said.
"Well, shen't home," Mrs. Dunaway
snapped. "Who's calling?"
Alvis, listening in on it all, then got
into the act. "It's me, Mrs. Dunaway!
Alvis Jones!"
"Lord have mercy, Alvis, honey,
you're home!" exclaimed Mrs.
Dunaway. "Your momma's not at
home. I think she's over at Benton at
your sister's. That was Mrs. Homer
(Louise) Miller, who now lives on
Dudley here in Murray now.
-By the way, Alvis," she went on.
"Did you know your brother (Carlos)
had moved to Murray?" "Yes, mam,"
Alvis replied, "Momma wrote that he
had."
"Well, honey, your momma just be
there. Let me see if . I can get him,"
Mrs. Dunaway suggested.
++++++
All the time, several of the big city
operators were listening. Alvis laughed
as he told how Mrs. Dunaway got the
Murray operator back and rang Carlos'
phone. His mother was there, and
tearfully and joyfully talked with her
returning soldier son. "I heard one of
those operators remark," Alvis said,
—B-r-o-t-h-e-r! This must be THE
country boy going home."
There were six other phones on the
Lynn Grove Party line with the Joneses
E. E. Derrington, Robert Routen, Ed
Watson, Dewey Howard, T. W. Nance
and M. L. West. "And I'm sure Mrs.
Dunaway knew where they were all the
time, too," Alvis chuckled.
++++++
Mrs. Dunaway also had arranged for
Alvis to talk with his mother the
afternoon he left New York for
overseas. "Alvis," she told him from
the Lynn Grove switchboard, "the lines
are in such bad shape out to your
momma's you'll neverhear her.
"Inif gonna send Bun Crawford out
there to get her and bring her here to
tho switchboard. You call back in about
an hour and she'll be here!" This she
did, and Mrs. Jones was there to talk
with her son only hours before he went
aboard ship and sailed for Europe.
It %Las 16 months rater before Alvis
went through the big city operators to






Murray Ledger & Times Editor
Congratulations to Doris Rowland
who recently earned her Certified
Professional Secretary designation.
Not only is the CPS quite an honor, it
comes as the result of much hard work
on the part of the recipient.
0+0
While we're at it, we think now is a
good time to pass along some
information about secretaries that was
supplied to us by Bettye Baker (mother
of Melissa Jo for those of you who
remember that saga of a few months
ago) of Murray Chapter of the National
Secretaries Association,
0+0
There are 1,500,000 secretaries and
97.8 per cent are women. Eleven per
cent of secretaries are executive
secretaries, according to the official
definition of The National Secretaries
Association (International). NSA
definition state:
"A secretary shall be defined as an
executive assistant who possesses a
mastery of office skills, who
demonstrates the ability to assume
responsibility without direct
supervision, who exercises initiatiVt
and judgement, and who makes
decisions within the scope of assigned
authority."
0+0
The U. S. Department of Labor
estimates that 200,000 more secretaries
will be needed every year amounting to .
another 2,000,000 over the next 10 years.
The only recognized standard of
measurement of secretarial
proficiency is the Certified Professional
Secretary (CPS) rating. This
certification is earned by taking the
two-day, six-part exam, which is
administered by the Institute for
Certifying Secretaries, a department of
The National Secretaries Association
( International), after qualifying to sit
for the exam. You do not have to be a
member of NSA to qualify to sit. The
Institute has its own staff — Dr. Rita
Huff, CPS and CPA ( Certified Public
Accountant), is the dean of the
Institute.
0+0
A court decision rendered that
secretaries may list expenses
connected with attending NSA annual
conventions and other meetings as
income tax deductions because NSA is
classified as a professional
organization.
Many local employers pay for their
secretaries to belong to NSA, pay for
their secretaries to take classes and
attend seminars, workshops, and
educational meetings.
0+0
Murray State gives a salary
increment of $300 if a secretary in its
employ passes the exam. Other than
MSU, there are only two other CPSs
employed in local businesses, Mrs.
Cindy Herndon who is secretary to Dr.
Jack Rose; and now Doris Rowland of
Peoples Bank.
Few jobs offer as wide a variety of
tasks as does secretarial work. One
survey by the Women's Bureau of the
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Department of Labor turned up nearly
900 specific duties performed by
secretaries. The secretarial profession_
is a distinguished one requiring
intelligence, ability, initiative, culture,
and refinement. The secretary occupies
an enviable position in society and
business. The secretary enjoys the
confidence, shares the ambitions, and
often the financiers, presidents,
executives, and business leaders in
every industry.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, September 13th,
the 256th day of 1977. There are 109 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1788, the U.S.
Constitutional Convention authorized
the first national elections in the United
States.
On this date:
In 1759, during the French and Indian
War, the British defeated the French on
the Plains of Abraham overlooking
Quebec.
In 1814, Francis Scott Key was
detained aboard a British warship
bombarding Fort McHenry, near
Baltimore. The next morning he wrote
"The Star Spangled Banner."
In 1943, Chiang Kai-shek became
President of China.
In 1954, Maine elected its first
Democratic governor in 20 years,
Edmund Muskie.
In 1955, West Germany and the Soviet
Union established diplomatic relations.
In 1960, Republican presidential
nominee Richard Nixon said the
American people would accept
Democratic nominee John Kennedy's
Roman Catholicism without any
further questioping.
Ten years ago: A state supreme court
judge ordered an end to a three-day
teachers' strike in New York City — but
the teachers' union said it would defy
the order.
Five years ago: Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger completed talks with
leaders at the Kremlin.
One year ago: The Ford
administration decided to cast a veto
against Vietnamese membership in the
United Nations.
Today's birthday: Actress Claudette
Colbert is 72 years old.
Thought for today: A man usually
falls in love with the woman who asks
the kind of questions he is able to
answer — actor Ronald Colman,
Bible Thought
Let us consider one another to
provoke unto love and to good
works; not forsaking the assembling
of ourselves together. Hebrews 10:
24-25.
We need the stimulation and ex-
ample of other Christians at home,
at work, at play and at worship to
carry on Christ's example.
Gary McCoil, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert ( Pete) McCoil of Lynn Grove,
has been promoted to the rank of
sergeant while serving with the Army
in Vietnam.
Deaths reported include Tommy
Pullen, age 83, and Staff Sgt. Bill L.
Dawson.
Plans for the sixth-- edition of the
Murray Woman's Club cookbook we
finalized September 9 at a meeting held
20 Years Ago
at the home of Mrs. Jim Garrison.
Dr. J. B. Dover of Hazel has been
elected as a director of the First
District Jackson Purchase
Chiropractic Association at the meeting
held at Fulton.
Miss Deborah Jean Kuykendall,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
Kuykendall, and Gene Darnell, son of
Mr. .and Mrs. Virgil Darnell, . were
married September 8 at the home of the
bride's parents.
The Calloway County Grand Jury
reported to the Circuit Judge H. H.
Lovett yesterday. Ten indictments
were returned.
Joe Overbey, son of Mr. and Mrs. Rue
Overbey, has been presented the God
and Country Award, irr,Boy Scouting by
the Rev. Paul T. *Ltiles at the First
Methodist Church. Overbey is an Eagle
Scout, a member of Troop 45, and has
assisted Troop 77 in the past year.
Gary Hargis from the Murray High 4-
H Club, tied for third place in the
3 Years Ago
Kentucky Tractor Driving Contest held
September 10 at the Kentucky State
Fair, Louisville.
'Winning fourth place at the Kentucky
State Fair was the Calloway County 4-H
Dairy Judging team composed of
Danny Kemp, Charles Eldridge,
Howard Steely, and Hamp Brdoks, all
of the Murray Training School.
Marriages announced include
Barbara Orr to Shelby Potts on
September 7, and Gwendolyn Flooctqo
Bill Outland on SeptembeLl.
The Veterans Administration Contact
Office, located in the Gatlin Building in
downtown Murray, will be closed
effective September 30.
Ralph Wear discuSsed his trip to the
World, Boy Scout Jimboree in France
at the meeting of the Murray Rotary
Club. He was introduced by Dr.
Woodfin Hutson.
The Murray High School Band,
directed by Mary Elizabeth Roberts,
4
will play concerts on September 17 and
18 at the Calloway County Fair to be
held at the Planters Loose Leaf Floor.
Cirolyn McNeely, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Crawford McNeely, and
Thomas Randall Burt, son ,of Mr. and
Mrs. Luck Burt. were married August
29.
Mrs. Purn Nance was honored with a
dinner in celehration of her birthday on
September 7 at the Murray City Park.
1







MMS STUDENT COUNCIL—Representatives to the Murray Middle School student council for this school yearhave recently been selected. 'Kiley are, front row, left to right, Patty Kelly, Angela Fann, Rusty Wright, Scott Off, MarkAustin, Tim Brown, Lisa Harrison; Joy Hina, Ross Bolen, Steven Malone and Greer Houston. Second row, MelanieRoos, Donna Rousse, Deneiia Story, Brian Doyle, Robert Bilfington, Bart Moore, Tommy Wagner, Todd Contri,Wade Smith, Steve Beyer, Brad Moore, Harry Weatherly, Gary Galloway, Paul Austin, Don Hargrove, Brenda Conley,Mary Burke and Lynnette Thompson, Back row, Lu Ann Rushing Holly Knight, Kay Farley, Kathey Clark ScottVaughn, Chris Farmer, Stu Alexander, Scott Turner, Mark Hussung George Moore, Jimmy West, Glenda Fox, MollyImes, Todd Lawson, Barry Bogard, Steve Payne, Lisa Russell and Melinda Johnson.
Photo by Kaye Peebles
Miss Rowland Earns Coveted'
Rating In Secretarial Field
Miss Doris Rowland,
secretary to Peoples Bank
President William Boyd, has
earned the coveted rating of
Certified Professional
Secretary (CPS) reports the
Institute for Certifying
Secretaries located in Kansas
City, Missouri. Miss Rowland
earned this certification by
taking a two-day, six-part
examination which is
administered by the Institute
for Certifying Secretaries, a
department of The National.
Secretaries Association
(International), at leading
colleges and universities on
the first Friday and Saturday
in May each year. She is one of
only 15 persons within the
state of Kentucky to attain this
certification during 1977.
Throughout the United
States, Canada and Puerto
Rico, a total of 5,117
secretaries at for the 1977
exam, and 1,165 successfully
passed all six parts. The first
CPS exam was given in 1951.
Since that year, 11,124
secretaries have attained the
CPS rating.
Miss Rowland, the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Rowland
of Murray, is a graduate of
Murray High School and
Draughon's Business College
of Paducah. She has attended
Murray State University, and
attended both the CPS Review
I and II classes offered at
Murray State before sitting
for the 1977 examination. She
attends seminars and
workshops regularly.
A career secretary, Miss
Rowland worked at the
Western Kentucky Stages,
Inc. ( now known as the Brooks
Bus Line) of Murray for 20
years as secretary to the
general manager. Since 1973,














noted that she has always
been fortunate to have worked
for firms that encourage
continuing education and
professional growth of their
employees.
Her professional affiliations
include being a member, and
past president, of the Business
and Professional Women's
Club of Murray. In 1966, she
was recognized by the local
B&PW Club as the "Business
Woman of the Year." Miss
Rowland is a charter member
of the Murray Chapter of the





Miss Rowland is a frequent
speaker representing the
Peoples Bank and the Murray
Chapter of NSA at club and
various group meetings. As a
member of B&PW, she
sponsored a public speaking
clinic. She is a graduate of the
Dale Carnegie Course.
Mrs. Anita Thomas, CPS,
president of the Murray
Chapter of NSA, and secretary
to Dr. Richard C. Gray who is
the Vice President for
Administrative Services at
MSU, commented that a
dinner will be held in Miss
Rowland's honor on October




persons are invited to attend.
Mrs. Thomas noted that
future aspirants for the CPS
rating might like to know what
it actually takes to become a
CPS.
"Generally speaking," she
said, "the education plus
experience requirements
range from a maximum of
eight years of verified
secretarial experience, if not a
high school graduate, to a
minimum of one year of
accumulated verified
secretarial experience if four.
or more years of college have
been completed.
"Work experience must
include at least 12 months of
continuous secretarial
experience with one firm.
Application for the 1978
examination to be
administered in May must be
completed before December 1.
Official application forms
may be obtained from the
Institute for Certifying
Secretaries, 616 East 63rd
Street, Kansas City, Missouri
64110, or from me," said Mrs.
Thomas, "as president of the
local NSA Chapter.
"If the qualifications are
met, you can sit for the two-








CERTIFIED PROFESSIONAL SECRETARY—Mrs. Anita
Thomas, certified professional secretary and president
of the Murray chapter of National Secretaries
Association, presents Doris Rowland roses signifying
Miss Rowland's entry into the certified professional
secretary's field. Staff Photo by Lowell Atchley
State or at any leading college
or university in the state. You
do not have to be a member of




Chapter of NSA is indeed
proud that Doris Rowland,
CPS, is a member of the local
Chapter, thus exemplifying
one of the professional goals
the Association promotes."
Five Chapter members




Dump Close To Full
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
The Maxey Flats nuclear
waste dump is nearly full and
a state official says the
Eastern Kentucky facility will
not be allowed to expand until
radioactive seepage is
stopped.
Maxey Flats probably will
run out of room and have to
close indefirftely while plans
mad" to d control the
seepage, Charles Hardin,
head of the state radiological
health program, said Monday.
Hardin said he will not allow
the Nuclear Engineering Co.
(NECo) of Louisville, which
operates Maxey Flats, to dig
or fill new trenches at the
Fleming County site until an
acceptable plan is found.
NECo currently has one
partially filled trench left, and
at the present rate of shipment
it will be filled in a week or
two, Hardin said.
State officials announced
the discovery last month of
more than normally
radioactive water in a one-foot
thick layer of sandstone
beneath the nuclear dump.
Gov. Julian Carroll and
Human Resources Secretary
Peter Conn said the seepage is
not a threat to humid health
or the environment bet
ordered it stepped
nevertheless.
Hardin said he doubts a
4
control mettiod will be
approved before the trench
now being used is full.
"You are talking about a
rather short period of time,
and I doubt that we can make
the decisions that need to be
made by then," he said.
"They may come up with an
acceptable plan between now
and then," he said. "But I
doubt it."
Hardin and James Neel.
president of NECo, said they
have agreed to try digging
"slit trenches" around the cdd
burial trenches,, so a n
seeping water can be pumped
out and processed. •
Two U.S. Geological Surve
wells drilled at the edge of t he
site in July 1976 now contain
large amounts of water that
could have come only from
seepage beneath the groun,i.
according to Bud Zehner. in
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The millions of fans
watching Sunday's engrossing
U.S. Open tennis final between
Guillermo Vilas and Jimmy
Connors oir - their home
television screens must have
been intrigued by a bit of
colloquy between the two
distinguished commentators,
Tony Trabert and Pat
Sumrnerall.
Both of them appeared
somethat surprised — if not
chagrined — that the
demonstrative gallery of more
than 12,000 should be so
obviously cheering for Vilas, a
foreigner from Argentina,
rather than the American,
Connors.
Without tape, it is hard to
resurrect the comments
precisely but the conversation
went something like this:
"I don't understand it," said
Trabert, a former national
champio,n and the U.S. Davis
Cup captain. "You would
think we were in a different
country. In Argentina, for
instance, you should see how
they yell for their own
players."





LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP )—
Three defensive starters
injured Saturday against
North Carolina will bg out of
action when Kentucky meets
Baylor this weekend at
WACO, Tex., says a university
official.
Defensive tackle Tim
Gooch, who damaged a knee
ligament in the second half of
Kentucky's 10-7 victory, will
be out at least four weeks,
sports information director
Russell Rice said Monday.
Linebacker Jim Kovach and
safety Rick Hayden will be out













Guillermo is the underdog,"
he said.
"In this match," interjected
Sununerall, a former New
York Giants football player,
"it's hard to tell who is the
underdog."
"Well," added Tony
ruefully, "it's not hard to tell
who is carrying the U.S.
passport."
Later, when the beaten and
disappointed Connors
snatched up his racquets and
elbowed his way out of the
stadium, with his mother and
large entourage at his side,
Summerall felt a compulsion
to offer a public excuse.
"There goes Jimmy out of
the stadium," he said. "I can
understand that."
If Sununerall could reach




must be millions who -were
unable to do so.
In all of the 96-year history
of this tournament, no one can
recall a defeated finalist
fleeing the premises in such a
huff, declining to remain for
the traditional presentation
ceremonies.
It was an affront to his
victorious foe, Vilas. It was an
insult to the tournament
officials. It was a slap at the
crowd, whom he cursed loudly
as he swept through the locker
room and rushed to a waiting
car.
It was a crass and
deplorable act, another
indication of the player's
immaturity.
One wonders if Connors, in
looking back on the incident,
will recall the many times he
has stood in the center of an
arena as a winner —
Wimbledon, Forest Hills, the
WCT in Dallas — to accept the
laurels of victory. Will the
thought occur to him how pint-
sized, overaged Ken Rosewall
stood and bit his tongue after
humiliating losses to him at
Wimbledon and Forest Hills in
1974?
What if Rosewall had
stormed off in anger?
For those who are exposed
into other arenas of sport, it is
difficult to build a case for this
kind of conduct.
How often has one seen a
Joe Frazier, his face bruised
and blood gushing from his
teeth after a vicious losing
fight, emerge from his
dressing room to face the
world? A Jack Nicklaus after
he has lost a second major golf
tournament by a single
stroke? A battered, teary-
eyed Chuck Foreman after
another blown Super Bowl?
None refusing to run off and
hide.
Trabert's comments about
the crowd reaction had a ring
of jingoism.
It's true that nationalistic
fever runs high in the Davis
Cup, an international
competition. But this wpsn't
Davis Cup. It was tust a tennis
match between two fine
players. It wasn't war. It
wasn't going to change any





Sat. Sept. 17th 8 P.Mv
Calloway County Nigh School Gym
Tickets $4.00 adv. $4.50 At door, $2.00 child' adv., 12.50 &Ws
at door iva Sale:
Be,gley Drugs, 753-4025, Central Shopping Center, &lofts
Wall-Green Drugs, 400 Main 753-7901, Spv-Rite Drugs, Bel-




toward Vilas was quite
understandable. Connors had
made a career of antagonizing
tennis galleries. "If I'm going
to be a jerk, I'm going to be
the biggest jerk in the world,"
he once boasted in one of his
more arrogant moments.
So the crowd found itself
cheering for the "good guy"
against the self-named
"jerk." It was a negative,
anti-Connors reaction. If it
had been Eddie Dibbs — or
almost any other Yank —
against Vilas, you could bet
the cheers for Uncle Sam's
nephew would have been
deafening.
ALMOST TWO POINTS —It was almost a two-pointer for
Heath but Troy Garland of the takers managed to get past the
Pirate defender to avoid a safety in the 12-0 jayvee loss Mon-
day. Fore more details and pictures, see page eight.
(StrH IMbeto by Mike Brandon)
Johnson Gets Revenge,
Phils Widen Lead To 9
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Sports Writer
Dave Johnson has settled an
old score with Jerry Reuss —
and the result is a favorable
score for the Philadelphia
Phillies.
"He hit me once with a pitch
and cost me the home run
title," Johnson says.
So Johnson reciprocated
Monday night by hitting back
at Reuss with his bat to lead
the Phillies to a 6-2 victory
over the Pittsburgh Pirates.
"I was laying for Reuss,"
Johnson 'said, expressing
great satisfaction after
getting two of his three hits
and a basesloaded walk off the
Pirate lefthander.
The Phillies' utilityman had
to wait four years for his
revenge, though.
"In 1973, after I hit my 42nd
home run for Atlanta, I had a
chance to lead the league,"
Johnson said. "Reuss, who
was pitching for Houston at
the time, hit me in the
shoulder and I wasn't much
good the last weekend of the
season."
Pittsburgh's Willie Stargell
won the home run title in 1973
with 44 homers, getting the
last one in that last week of the
season.
Elsewhere in the National
League Monday night, the
New York Mets turned back
the Montreal Expos 4-3, the St.
. Louis Crirdinals,outscored the
Chicago CuW'z' 11-9 and the
Atlanta Braves beat the San
Francisco Giants 3-1.
Winner Larry Christenson,
15-6, limited the Pirates to
seven hits before needing
ninth-inning relief from Ron
Reed.
The Phillies reduced their
"magic number" to 10 games.
Any combination of 10 Pitts-
burgh losses and Philadelphia
victories will clinch the
Phillies' second straight East
title.
Dodgers 7, Padres 6
Ron Cey slugged a two-run
homer with two outs in the
10th inning to boost Los
Angeles over San Diego.
Dusty Baker belted a grand
slam home run in the sixth
inning when the Dodgers
scored five runs to take a 5-2
lead. But the Padres scored
twice in the eighth on a two-
run double by Tucker Ashford.
tied the game in the ninth on
Dave Winfield's run-scoring
single and went on top 6-5
when Ashford: scored on an
infield out in the 10th.
Astros 7‘, Reds 2
Cesar Cedeno and Jose Cruz
each walloped two home runs
as Houston beat Cincinnati
Cedeno, who collected four
hits, also improved his stolen
base total to 52 in the seventh
inning when he stole second
and later scored for the fourth
time.
Mets 4, Expos 3
Lenny Randle cracked a
two-run double in the sixth
inning as New York edged
Montreal. Veteran Tony Perez
cracked two doubles and his
18th home run of the season
and scored all three Montreal
runs, including one in th'
eighth on Gary Carter's
sacrifice fly to cut New York's
lead to 4-3.
Cardinals 11, Cubs 9 ,
Ken Reitz pounded a two-
run homer with two out in the
ninth inning, leading St. Louis
over Chicago and relief ace
Bruce Sutter. Reitz walloped a
390-foot blast to left-center for
his 16th home run following a
two-out single by Keith
Hernandez after Sutter, 7-2,
retired the first two batters of
the inning.
The home run enabled
Johnny Sutton, 1-1, to his win
his first major league game
Davis Keys Houston To
1743 Win Over Bruins
By MICHAEL A. LUTZ
AP Sports Writer
HOUSTON (AP) — Houston
quarterback Danny Davis,
whose Midas touch propelled
the Cougars into national
prominence a year ago, spent
the first half of Monday
night's nationally televised
game against UCLA looking
for his magic.
Davis found the groove just
as the Ilth ranked Bruins lost
theirs in the second half, and
the swashbuckling junior
quarterback whipped Houston
to a pair of touchdown drives
to nip the Bruins 17-13.
By game's end, Davis had




engineered the Bruins to a13-3
halftime lead.
Kenny Hatfield booted a 34-
yard field goal for Houston's
first half scoring. Davis
climaxed a 93-yard drive in
the .third quarter with a one-
yard plunge and Dyral
Thomas scored the winning
TD with a nine-yard run with
11:03 left in the game.
Bashore and the Bruins
unraveled in the second half
when they drove to Houston's
seven-, six-and nine-yard lines
but came away enipty each
time. After hitting nine of 11
passes in the first half,
Bashore missed his first six
attempts of the second hall.
Despite his decisive
turnaround performance,
Davis said he was
disappointed.
"I haven't matured the way
I thought I would," said Davis,
who completed 11 of 18 passes
for 147 yards and rushed for 68
yards on l8 carries. "The team
played well, but I didn't play
the way I should have."
Bashore, who learned only a
few hours before kickoff that
he would start ahead of junior
Steve Bukich, looked more
like the veteran in the first
half. After directing the
Bruins to field goals of 36 and
31 yards Ity Frank Corral, he
flipped a 20-yard touc ovin
shot to flanker HwnerButler
with 15 seconds to go in the
half.
The Bruins, coming off a 9-2-
1 season, took a 13-3 lead and
plenty of confidence into the
dressing room at halftime.
But it was Davis and the big-
play Cougars who put it
together i? the second half.
"A lot people will say we
were lucky,"‘Dayis said. "We
have to improve our defense. •
The pressure was on our
defense but it showed i lot of
pride. The entire team showed
pride."
and snapped a five-game
losing streak for St. Louis.
Braves 3, Giants 1
Phil Niekro pitched a six-
hitter and Biff Pocoroba
belted' a two-run homer,
boosting Atlanta over San
Francisco. Niekro, 0-7 at the
start of the season, improved
his record to 15-17 and pitched'
seven shutout innings before
the Giants scored an unearned
run in the eighth.
Reitz Solves Sutter, Cracks
16th Homer, Cards Edge Cubs
ST. LOUIS (AP) --:Now that
the baseball season's all about
over, Ken Reitz thinks he may
have solved the mound
mysteries posed by Bruce
Sutter.
Reitz, the St. Louis
Cardinas' slick-fielding third
baseman, adjusted his swing
to the dipping movement of a
Sutter forkball Monday night.
The result was a home run
which pinned an 11-9 loss on
the Chicago Cubs' relief star
in a see-saw game.
"I think you've got to
uppercut him if you're going
to make any contact," said
Reitz, a .269 hitter whose two-
run blast off Sutter came with
two out in the ninth inning.
"It was up. It wasn't
good forkball," Reitz
suggested modestly. "He's
struck me out at least three
times this year. I'd say he's
struck me out about two out of
every four times up."
Reitz' wallop, his 16th of the
year, was also the Cards' 16th
hit in a contest which
deteriorated into a nightmare
for five Cubs pitchers and six
St. Louis moundsmen as well.
Keith Hernandez' three-run
double capped a six-run burst
that shot the Cards ahead 6-1,
driving Chicago starter Dave
Roberts to cover in the fifth.
But the Cubs countered with
four in the seventh when St.
Louis' Tom Underwood
wavered and bounced back
again after Hector Cruz' two-
run homer, his fifth of the
year, helped re-establish a 9-5
Cards edge.
Nine Chicago batters
paraded to the plate and six of
them hit safely before rookie
Johnny Sutton, 1-1, came on to
check a Cubs rally at four runs
in the top of the ninth.
Afterward, Garry
Templeton was a strikeout
victim to start the Cards' half
of the inning and Ted
Simmons grounded out before
Hernandez singled for his
third hit and Reitz connected
on an 0-1 Sutter delivery.
"Why let a good season go
down the drain because of a
bad month when you're out of
the pennant race?" mused
Hernandez; whose three RBIs
boosted his tcita- 1 to 82.




will compete for a qualifying
spot in the Women's Tennis
Classic to be held here Oct. 3-
9, tournament officials say.
Most of the world's top
women tennis players will
play in the $75,000 tournament








underwent a sex change
operation three years ago, lost
to Wimbledon champion Wade
in the opening round of the
U.S. Open at Forest Hills,
N.Y., last week.
and finish strong," reflected
the St. Louis first baseman,
whose production helped his
team snap a losing streak at
five games.
Cards Manager Vern Rapp,
while pleased by an offense
which arose to pin the defeat
on Sutter, 7-2, was far less
appreciative of his own
beleaguered relief corps
against an 18-hit Chicago
attack.
"We're going to find one,
tell you that," said Rapp in
reference to his season-long
search in vain for a leader out
of the bullpen. "Somebody's
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End For NFC East Race
By DENNE H. FREEMAN
AP Sports Writer
DALLAS ( AP) - When it
happened, Minnesota Coach
Bud Grant accused expansion
Seattle of being in cohoots
with Dallas.
Washington Coach George
Allen commented it was akin
to stealing.
It sent shock waves
throughout the National
Football League.
When the Dallas Cowboys
traded Seattle for the No. 2
pick in the NFL draft - a
choice that produced Tony
Dorsett, college football's all-
time ground gainer - Coach
Tom Landry and crew were
conceded the National
Football Conference Eastern
Division title by some
forecaster.
But Landry predicts it will
be the same old photo finish
among the Cowboys,
Washington Redskins and St.
Louis Cardinals.
"This is the first time we've
actually changed .our frontline
people," said Landry. "This is
our real rebuilding year. In
the past, we've been
rebuilding at the backup
position. Now, we have new
linebackers and offensive
linemen."
Landry added, "I think the
three of us will fight it out for
the Eastern title as we have in
the past few years.
"I believe the Philadelphia
Eagles and the New York
Giants are improving. Even
though Philadelphia wasn't a
big winner last season, I
thought (Coach) Dick Vermiel
did a good job in his first year.
The Eagles show a lot of
strength in several areas and
they should improve. New
York's problem is getting
everything smoothed out in
tune now that Craig Morton
has been traded. But the
Giants should improve under
John McVay."
Dallas was 11-3 last year in
winning the NFC East title
and Washington had a 10-4
season for the NFC wild card
playoff berth. The NFC wild
card team has come from the




something he never has had -
a running back with
breakaway speed.
The Cowboys have lost All-
Pro offensive tackle Rayfield
Wright to surgery, but Pat
Donovan has played well as a
replacement.
A heavy load has been
placed on second-year pro Bob
Bretutig to plug the hole left by
the retirement of middle
linebacker Lee Roy Jordan.
Washington closed fast in
1976 in edging St. Louis for the
wild card spot.
Allen again is confronted
with finding a fountain of
youth for the Redskins, who
have an excellent interior line
and tough running backs in
Mike Thomas, John Biggins
and Calvin Hill.
Bill Kilmer, 38, is back at
quarterback for his 16th NFL
season. He will be hard-
pressed by Joe Theismann.
The Redskins have excellent
pass catchers in tight ends
Jean Fugett and Jerry Smith,
and wide receivers Frank
Grant, Roy 'Jefferson and
canny Charley Taylor,
returning after a year's
absence because of a shoulder
injury.
Washington has some
question marks with Pat
Fischer sidelined with a back
injury and linebacker Chris
Hanburger out with an
appendectomy.
St. Louis has its same
explosive offense from 1976,
but it has had problems in the
preseason.
However, Landry says,
"The Cardinals are just
playing possum. They'll be
there when it counts. Any
team with Jim Hart at
quarterback, Mel Gray at
wide receiver and Terry
Metcalf at running back is a
dangerous one, indeed."
The Cardinals' big problem/
is a defense which gave up 292
yards per game last year. If
Coach Don Coryell can get
improvement from his
secondary, St. Louis could win
the title.
McVay, who took over with
seven games remaining last
year and guided the Giants to
three victories, traded
quarterback Craig Morton to
Denver for Steve Ramsey.
Morton still is with the
Broncos, but Ramsey has
been cut by the Giants, and
New York is going with
youngsters Joe Pisarcik and
Jerry Golsteyn.
The defense needs help.
Giants opponents averaged
157.4 yards per game rushing
last year. That was why Gary
Jeter of Southern California
was a first-round pick, to help
solidify a line that includes
incumbent ends Jack Gregory
and George Martin.
Vermeil has' a new
quarterback at Philadelphia
in Ron Jaworski, obtained
from the Los Angeles Rams
for tight end Charles Young.
Also, Roman Gabriel is back
after missing most of 1976 with
a knee injury. He needs just
571 passing yards to reach
30,000 in his career.
Defensively, only Seattle
gave up more yards than the
Eagles in the NFC last year.
The NFC East should be
another battle among the
Cowboys, Redskins and
Cardinals. The Giants and
Eagles don't figure as
contenders.
NEW ASSISTANT-Bob Ward, who forth. last year has been
the graduate assistant basketball coach at Murray State, has
been named u the new assistant coach. His chief duty wiN be
recruiting for the Racers.
Woolard Clears First
Hurdle At Los Angeles
Former Murray State basketball standout
Grover Woolard is back in Murray after making
the cut in the rookie camp of the Los Angeles
Lakers.
Woolard is now one of 16 players on the roster,
which must be trimmed down to 13 before the
Lakers play their season opener.
Woolard, who stands almost 6-9, said he had
been playing as a guard in the rookie camp. He
thinks he has a good chance of landing a spot on
the roster when the seasontopens.
A four-year starter for the Racers, Woolard
finished his career with 1376 points, which was
good enough for seventh place on the all-time list
of leading career scorers at MSU.
"I've always said I felt Grover was a pro-
caliber player," MSU coach Fred Overton said.
"He deserves a shot at it and we wish him the
best of luck. It would be great for him and the
university too," Overton added.
Woolard will remain in Murray for a few more
days before reporting back to Los Angeles.
Yanks Lead Bosox By
11/2, Birds By Just 2%
By WILLIAM R. BARNARD
AP Sports Writer
TheiliNew York Yankees and
Boston Red Sox open a crucial
three-game series tonight.
And while they try to knock
each other off they should a*
be warned not to forget about
the Baltimore Orioles.
Earl Weaver's crew has
nowhere near the hitting
firepower of the Yanks and
Red Sox, but the veteran
Oriole skipper has blended
good pitching and defense
with a scrappy offense to
come up with a winner.
The Orioles got a good
performance from three-time
Cy Young Award winner Jim
Palmer Monday night and two
RBI singles from part-time
catcher Dave Skaggs for a 6-3
victory over the Toronto Blue
Jays.
That left the Orioles just 21/2
games behind the leading





Three tender pieces of Ocean
Cod Filet. Breaded and deep-fried
to a golden.brown. Served
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League East and one game
behind the Red Sox.
In other AL games,
Cleveland bombed Detroit 8-1,
Texas nipped California 3-2
and the Chicago White Sox
whipped the Minnesota Twins
7-3. Oakland and runaway
West leader Kansas City
scheduled a doubleheader
tonight when Monday night's
game was postponed because
of rain after one scoreless
inning.
Ironically, the Orioles have
stayed close all year although
it's been an off season for
Palmer - at least for him.
He's 16-11.
Palmer had pitched a







Ky. Lake oti Co 6 2
Team No. 5 6 2
Tram No. 4 5 3
Team No. 6 5 3
Team No. 9 5 3
Team No. 8 5 3
Boone laundry-Cleaners 4 4
Team No. 3 2 6
Team No. 1 2 6
High Team Game (SC)
Team No. 3 563
Team No. 3 , 553
Boone Laundry-C3eaners 551




High Team Series (SC)
Team No. 3  1582
Boone Laundry-Cleaners 1565
Ky. Lake Oil Co 1572
High Team Series ( He)
Boone lAundry-Cleaners 2233
Team No. 3 =18
Ky. Lake 011 Co 2116
MO Ind. Gime (SCI
Lois Smith 190
Nancy Todd   171
Jane Parks  , 168
High Ind. Game 1 liC
Pat Johnson •  =7




Nancy Todd   465
Jane Parks 463
, High Ind. Series I HC )
Loistmith ,,, . 632
Jane Parks  601
Jane Carlson   588
High Averages
Lois Smith  ' 165
Nancy Todd 152
Margarethlan - • 146
Jane Pirlta  144
Mary Hartis  139
Jean Bland 137
Terry Underhill  137
VIcIde Baker  ' 138'
Mona Steeley . . . 136
Joan rookaey 135
Anita Jolvison  135
and he threw eight scoreless
innings Monday night before
asking to be taken out because
his arm stiffened.
The Blue -Jays got all three
of their runs in the ninth off
relievers Dennis and Tippy
Martinez on Steve Staggs'
two-run triple and a fielder's
choice.
Indians 8, Tigers 1 ,
Paul Dade drove in three
runs and Wayne Garland
pitched a six-hitter to end a
personal five-game losing
string and Cleveland's six-
game losing streak. It was the
first win for Garland, 11-18,
since Aug. 14, sending Detroit
to its sixth straight loss.
Rangers 3, Angels 2
Dock Ellis and reliever Len
Barker combined on an eight-,
hitter as Texas outlasted
California and spoiled Nolan._
Ryan's bid for his 20th victory.
Barker relieved Ellis in the
ninth inning and allowed a
two-run single by Dave Chalk.
But he held on to pick up his
first major league save.
White Sox 7, Minnesota 3
Bob Coluccio and Oscar
Gamble both delivered two-
run singles in a five-run sixth
inning to carry Chicago over
Minnesota.
Jorge Orta had two RBI
singles for the White Sox, who
before the game announced
that Manager Bob Lemon and
his entire coaching staff had
been rehired for the 1978
season. Reliever Dave
Hamilton, 4-4, picked up the
victory with 3 2-3 innings of
shutout pitching. -
The White Sox are eight
games behind Kansas City irL
.the West.
TENNIS
NEW YORK - The S
Tennis Association is
considering taking action
against men's U.S. Open
runnerup Jiihmy Connors
who stormed off the court at
Forest Hills Sunday and
refused to take part in the
awards ceremony.
His action was
unprecedented in the 96-year




Ledger & Times Sports Editor
It's been just like out of a
story book for Bob Ward.
• When he was barely old
enough to be in school, he used
to go watch Murray State
basketball practice every day.
He went to every game from
the time he was five until he
graduated from high school.
When he got to Murray State
to attend school, he served as
manager for three years.
Then last year, Bob Ward
became the graduate
assistant basketball coach.,
Today, Bob Ward is the newi
assistant coach anethe
fulltime recruiter for Murray
State. Ward replaces Jim
Calvin who resigned to
become athletic-director and
head basketball coach at
Amarillo College. Though it
had been rumored for some
time, the announcement of
Ward's appointment to the
post did not come officially
until today.
Ward, a 25-year-old who
.graduated from Murray High
in 1970, earned his degree
from. Murray State in 1974.
For two years, he served
under Jim Henley at Carlisle




By The Associated Press
American League
East
W L Pct. GB
88 56 .611
86 57 .601 1'2
85 58 .594 2'2
67 78 .462 21'2
66 79 .455 22'2
60 87 .408 29'2
48 94 .338 39
West
K C 87 54 .617
Chicago 80 63 .559 8
Texas 78 64 .549 9'2
Minn 77 67 .535 11'2
Calif 68 73 .482 19
Oakland 56 84 .400 30'2
Seattle 57 89 .390 32'2
Monday's Results
Cleveland 8, Detroit 1
Baltimore 6, Toronto 3
Texas 3, California 2
Chicago 7, Minnesota 3




Oakland ( Langford 8-16 and
Torrealba 4-5 or Coleman 2-4)
at Kansas City (Leonard 16-11
and Littell 7-4 ), 2, ( t-n
Detroit (Sykes 4-5 ) at Cleve-
land (Bibby 12-111, ( n
Boston (Paxton 9-41 at New
York (Guidry 13-6, ( n )
Minnesota( Thormodsga rdll-
11 ) at Chicago ( Barrios 12-51,
( n)
'California (Nolan 0-2) at
Texas (Perry 12-121, n
National League
East
..W I. Pct. GB
Phila 90 53 .629
Pitts 82 63 .566 9
Chicago 75 67 .528 14'2
S Louis 75 69 .521 15'2
Montreal 65 78 .455 25
N York 57 86 .399 33
West
Los Ang 88 56 .611
Cinci 76 69 .524 12'2
Houston 72 72 .500 _1512
S Fran 66 79 .455 22,
S Diego 63 83 .432 25'2
Atlanta 55 89 .382 322
Monday's Results
New York 4, Montreal 3
Philadelphia 6. Pittsburgh 2
St Louis 11, Chicago 9 •
Houston 7,Cincinnati 2
Los Angeles 7, San Diego 6,
10 innings
Atlanta 3, San Francisco 1
Tuesday's Games
Houston ( Bannister 6-8 ) at
Cincinnati Moskau 4-5)
New York Roylee 0-0) at
Montreal Rogers 15-13 ), n
Pittsburgh (Rooker 11-91 at
Philadelphia (Kaat 6-8 1, n
Chicago (Roberts 1-1 I at St.
LOUIS (B. Forsch 16-8 ), 6 I
San Diego (Sutton 13-IL at
Los Angeles (Shirley 9-171, In)
Atlanta (Capra 3-11 or Mah-
ler 0-0) at San Francisco (Barr
12-14), (n)
Wednesday's Games
Chicago at Montreal, In )
• New York at Philadelphia,
( n
Pittsburgh at St. Louis,i fl)
Atlanta at San Diego, n
Cincinnati at Los Angeles.
In)









taking the grad assistant job
at .114urray State last fall.
"I've been around Murray
State all my life and this
program means everything to
me. The program %rill receive
from me anything and
everything it takes to keep us
a winner.
"There's been a lot of people
in Murray who have helped
me. Coach Overton, Cal
Luther, Bennie Purcell and
Coach Henley up at Carlisle
County have all helped me in
learning to coach basketball.
These people have put a lot of
trust in me and I don't plan to
let me down," Ward said.
Already, Ward is at work
and by his office desk is a big
board with names, heights,
etc., of high school seniors
from places as near as
Marshall County and as far
away as New York and Texas.
How does Ward plan to go
about recuriting for next
season?
"You have to remember
that we have five sniors on this
year's club, Mike Muff, Danny
Jarrett, Jimmy Warren,
Donnell Wilson and Glenn
Jackson. That's a lot of good
ballplayers to lose in one year
and the best and quickest way
to recruit quality and quantity
is through the junior college
ranks.
"Of course we are always
interested in finding top-notch 1,cruiter.
high school players too. You-4W "Sob has been here just one
definitely can build a sound
program by having people in a
program for four years.
"Already in the past few
weeks, we've been in contact
with numerous junior
colleges. We hope to place a
few people, like we did Bryon
Weatherspoon up at Paducah.
Then we hope to get them back
after a year or two. Our
program has a lot of respect in
the junior college ranks,"
Ward added.
From the time he was five,
Ward did not miss a Racer
home game , until his
sophomore year in college and
then, the only reason he
missed the game was because
he was already booked far
ahead of time to officate a
high school game.
"I've been inside the
program here for a long time.
Coach Luther used to have to
Jun me out of the gym when I
Nias a little kid.. I have grown
up with the place and I love it;
it's just like a second home,"
Ward added.
With all the help from other
people, Ward says the most
help he's had has been from
his parents.
really appreciate what
they've done for me. . . letting
me stay at home last year so I
could donate my time and
money into the program. My
folks have been season ticket
holders for 25 years or more,"
he added.
Besides MSU and the
basketball program. Ward is
also,actively involved in the
Fellowship of Christian
Athletes. Although there is not
a local FCA chapter, Ward has
been working on...getting one
organized and this past
summer, took two students
from Murray High and two
from Calloway County High to
the FCA's Black Mountain
Retreat in North Carolina.
He also spent two weeks this
past summer as a counselor at
the FCA Basketball Camp in
Marshall, Ind.
"The people in the FCA
have also done a lot for me,"
Ward added.
Ward said he plans to
maintain an open-door policy
at MSU.
"I appreciate the help of the
business community and the
people of this town. They have
supported the program with
total dedication and anyone
who is interested in talking
about our program or wihting
information can come by and
talk to me. My door will
always be open," Ward added.
Named to replace Ward as
graduate assistant is George
Crowe, a native of Owensboro.
Crowe, who stands an
awesome 6-8 and weighs 245
pounds, played college ball at
Kentucky Wesleyan.
For the last three years,
Crowe has been a counselor at
the Breckingridge Job Corps.
"George is a very im-
pressive person to meet and!
think he's going to add a great
deal to our program. His main
job will be to scout the op-
ponents but he'll also be
helping Coach Ward some in
the recruiting," Racer coach
Fred Overton said.
Overton thinks Ward will
make an outstanding
year as a graduate assistant
and he's already helped us
immensely in our program.
He has all the qualities
necessary to be a successful
coach and recruiter," Overton
said.
"I'm interested in one thing
when I hire an assistant
coach. . . can he recruit? I
have no doubt that Bob can do
just that. He relates well with
all types of people and he
takes a lot of pride in his job




Wayne Beck, who caddies for
professional golfer Bill
Kratzert, turned in the low
score here Monday as 46
caddies on the pro golf tour
played in their awn
tournament at En Joie Golf
Club.
Beck, 33, who practiced law
for seven years in
Birmingham, Ala., before
becoming a caddy two years
ago, turned in a fourover-par
75, including a one-under-par
33 on the back nine. 'Beck's
score was better than 19 pros
turned in Sunday in the
conclusion of the $20,000 BC
Open.
'He's t,remdously
cooperative, easy to work with
and his loyalty to Murray
State and the athletic program
is of the highest quality. He
wants to do a good job and he
makes all the personal
sacrifices necessary to be
successful.
"Within a couple of years,
he will become one of the
finest recruiters in the country
and everyone at MSU will be
proud that we have such a.
person on our staff. I bellevjy
in him 100 per cent," Overton
added.
Just one month from
Thursday, basketball practice
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COMING DOWN—Brian Wetlington (22) of the Pirates has little success with this run as he
gets brought down by Troy Garland (30) and Roy Williams of the takers. Other Lakers in the pic-




MAKING AMENDS—Kelvin Smith (31) of the Pirates makes amends for himself by making o
circus catch here for a TD. Earlier in the game, Smith had a pass hit him square in the hands and
he dropped a sure-iouchdoWn in the endzone. The Laker defenders are Tim Holsapple (10) and
Troy Garland.
Redskins Cut Veterans Owens
And Smith, Tom Dempsey Cut
By DICK JOYCE
AP Sports Writer.
; George Allen has
determined that some of his
Over-the-Hill Gang actually
are over the hill._
Tight end Jerry Smith, a 12-
year veteran, and 11-year pro
Brig Owens, safety, were
dropped by the Washington
Redskins Monday as National
Football League clubs
reduced their rosters to 43 in
the final cutdown before the
regular season starts on
Sunday.
Other veterans placed on
waivers Monday included
mimiamiamisammegem.
MISS YOUR PAPER? 
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Subscriber* min here mot
received Neer beine-deivered
car of The lamprey Ledger I
Times by S:34 p. Weis,-
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eed 6 p. nt.. kliendry-tridey,
or 3I31 p. S. Red 4 p. ay.
Sellerdevs, re immure &leery
el Vb. sewspeper. Cab meet
be pieced by hp...week-
days et 4 p. a. Senordeys IS
perentee deavery.
running back Jim Bertelsen
and placekicker Tom
Dempsey of the Los Angeles
Rams, wide receiver Larry
Walton, quarterback Steve
Ramsey of the New York
Giants and Alden Roche, a
defensive lineman, by the
Baltimore Colts.
Meantime, defensive tackle
Mike McCoy, a Green Bay
Packer mainstay since 1970,
was dealt to the Super Bowl
champion Oakland Raiders
for Herb McMath, a reserve
offensive lineman, and two
future draft choices.
The departure of the 29-
year-old Ramsey left the
Giants with three
quarterbacks — Jerry
Goldsteyn, Joe Pisarcik and
Randy Dean. None have
played in an NFL regular
season game. The Giants had
dealt 9B Craig Morton to
Denver for Ramsey during the
off-season, but Ramsey saw
little preseason action.
The Colts just acquired
Roche, 32, a seven-year
veteran, from Green Bay last
week, but elected not to keep
him, canceling the transfer of
a draft choice to the Packers.
WE'VE GONE THROUGH RAIN
AND SLEET AND DARK OF
NIGHT AND FINALLY FOUND
A BETTER WAY!
Cap4
115 SO. 4114, MURRAY
I 442-9331 IN MARSHALL CO. T011 FREE 527-16[24 753-1763
4•1111. 41•110. .411M. 4111M. n vow 0 imp- emed.b lam
BUSINESS SYSTEMS
izo SO 4TFI, PADUCAH
In other trades Monday, the
Denver Broncos acquired
running back Jim Jensen from
the Dallas Cowboys and the St.
Louis Cardinals obtained
middle linebacker Mary
Kellem from the Pittsburgh
Steelers. Dallas and
Pittsburgh will receive future
draft choices in exchange.
Green Bay also cut
placekicker Mirro Roder,
saying that Chester Marcol
has recovered from his pulled
muscle and is expected to
start in Sunday's opener
against New Orleans.
Several players were placed
on the injured reserve list,
which means they cannot play
this season.
They included defensive
tackle of the Cincinnati
Benga Is ; rookie defensive end
Duncan McColl, Washington's
top draft pick; rookie running
back George Franklin of St.
Louis; rookie linebacker Ron
Crosby and co-offensive
lineman Ken Long of Detroit;
rookie defensive end Greg
Murphy of the New York Jets;
safety Keith King, linebacker
Chris Townsend and defensive
end Dave Lindstrom, all
rookies, of San Diego, and
rookie guard Donnie Hickman
of Los Angeles.
Some of the other veterans




linebacker Mel Rodgers of Los
Angeles; linebacker Al
Palewicz and guard Bob
Kowalski of Detroit;
cornerback Beasley Reece of
Dallas; center Bob Patton of
Buffalo and defensive end
Rick Dvrorak of the Giants.
Baltimore today added
Howard Stevens, who gained
1,000 yards returning kicks
and punt returns last season,
and rookie tight end Wade
Griffin of Mississippi to their
taxi squad and placed their
No. 1 draft choice, rookik
Randy Burke from KotuckYl,
on the injured reserve list. -
HOCKEY
BRAMPTON, Ont. -- New
York Rangers right wing Don
Murdoch was granted a
postponement until April 6 of
his trial on charges of
.possession of cocaine, a
provincial court judge ruled.
The postponement means
the 20-year-old — the first
NationaP Hockey League
player tôe arrested on drug'
charges 111 be able to play
the entire season.
Laker Jayvees Look Flat In
12-0 Loss To Heath Pirates
By !I1LKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
The Calloway County High
School junior varsity football
team was left out in the
dark... literally.
The Lakers, who do not have
lights on their field, lost a 12-0
game Monday to Heath and
the fmal quarter of the contest
was almost played under the
stars.
Otherwise, there were no
other stars to be found as the
rather lacklusler game was
'fir from being a thriller,
though the score was
relatively close.
"We just made too many
mistakes," Laker coach Stan
Outland said.
-We were flat and not ready
to play football. I think a lot of
that can be attributed to the
fact we didn't practice
Saturday. We had to call off
our Saturday practice because
so many of the kids had to
Major League
Leaders
By The Associated Press
American League
BATTING ( 350 at bats)—
Carew, Min, .376; Singleton,
Bal, .336; Bostock, Min, .334;
Rivers, NY, .324; LeFlore,
Det, .322.
RUNS—Carew, Min, 114;
Rice, Bsn, 96; Bostock, MM,
96; LeFlorir, Det, 93; Bonds,
Cal, 9a.
RUNS BATTED IN—Hisle,
Min, 113; Rice, Bsn, 105;
Bonds, Cal, 103; Hobson, Bsn,
99; Thompson, Det, 99.
HITS—Carew, Min, 210;
LeFlore, Det, 188; Rice, Bsn,
185; Bostock, Min, 178;
Fuentes, Det, 173.
DOUBLES—McRae, KC,
48; Burleson, Bsn, 36;
ReJackson, NY, 36; Lemon,
Chi, 34; Carew, MM, 33.
TRIPLES—Carew, Min, 15;
Rice, Bsn, 14; GBrett, KC, 12;
Bostock, Min, 12; Randolph,
NY, 11.
HOME RUNS—Rice, Bsr,
38; Nettles, NY, 34; Bonds,
Cal, 34; GScott, Bsn, 32.
Hobson, Bsn, 28; Gamble, Chi,
28.
STOLEN BASES—Patek
KC, 46; Remy, Cal, 313: Pag.e,
Oak, 35; Bonds, Cal, 34;
LeFlore, Det, 33.
PITCHING 114 Decisions —
Lyle, NY, 12-4, .754, 1.80;
Gullett, NY, 11-4, .733, 3.85;
Tidrow, NY, 10-4, .714, 3.33;
Bird, KC, 10-4, .714, 3.89:
Barrios, Chi, 12-5, .706. 4.20;
Splittorff, KC, 14-6, .700, 3.74;
Wise, Bsn, 11-5, .688, 456.
Guidry, NY, 13-6, .684, 2.94
STRIKEOUTS—Ryan, Cal,
330; Tanana, Cal, 205;
Leonard, KC, 205; Eckersley,
Cle, 176; Blyleven, Tex, 173.
National League
BATTING (350 at bats'—
Parker, Pgh, .347; Stennett,
Pgh, .336; Simmons, StL, .323;
Tmpleton, StL, .322; Griffey,
Cin, .318.
RUNS—GFoster, CM, 110;
Morgan, CM, 110; Parker,
Pgh, 103; Schmidt, Phi, 100;
Griffey, CM, 98; Smith, LA, 98.
RUNS BATTED
IN—GFoster, Cin, 131.
Luzinski, Phi, 119; Cey, LA.
106; Burroughs, All, 105:
Garvey, LA, 102. c
HITS—Parker, Pgh, 203;
Rose, Cin, 177; Tmpleton, Sti„
175; GFoster, Cin, 172: Cash,
Mtl, 165; Griffey, Cin, 165.
DOUBLES—Parker, Pgh,
43; .Cromrtie, Mtl, 39; Cash,
Mtl, 36; KHrnandz, Stl„ 36:
Rose, CM, 36.
TRIPLES—Tmpleton, Stl„
15; Almon, SD, 10; Maddox,
Phi, 9; Schmidt, Phi, 9:
Mumphry, StL, 9; GRichards,
SD,.9; Thomas, SF, 9.
HOME RUNS—GFaster,
Cin, 46; Burroughs, Atl, 37,
Luzinski, Phi, 36; Schmidt,
Phi, 34; Bench, Cin, 29; (ey,
LA, 29; Garvey, LA, 29.
STOLEN BASES—Taveras,
Pgh, f 1; Cedeno; Htn. 2;
Morgan, CM, 48; Moreno,
Pgh, 45; G Richards, SD. 45 c
PITCHING 14 Decisions
John, LA, 18-5, .783, 2.47,
Candlria, Pgh. 16-5, .762, 2.52;
RForschrStl., 16-6, .727, 3.37,
Seaver, Cin, 16-6, .727, 2.90.
Carlton, Phi, 21-8, .724, 2.78;
Chrstnson, Phi, 15-6, .714, 4 24:
JNiekro, Htn, 12-5, .706, 2.84;
RReuschel, Chi, 19-8, .704,
2.76.
STRIKEOUTS—PNiekro.
Atl, 238; Koosman, NY. 481;
Carlton, Phi, 180; Richard ,-
Htn, 178; Rogers, Mtl, 174.
,,rk. Some of them are just
,40ing to have to make the
decision whether they want to
work or play football. If we'd
been ready to play, I think it
might have been a different
Outland added.
Defensively, the Lakers
were ready to play.-Ea,rly. in
the game, Heath workea down
to the Laker three-yard line
but could not manage to punch
the ball in the endzone.
The series ended on a fourth
and six from the eight as
quarterback Brian Hulin's
pass into the endzone hit
kt.N.in Smith right in the
hands but Smith bobbled the
ball away.
The Lakers had just one
offensive series in the opening
period and did not manage a
first dow
Early in the second period,
Heath had a fourth and 10
from the Laker 37 and
Calloway defensive tackle
Howard Garland came, up
with a lick of quarterback
Brian Hulin for eight yards,
forcing the Pirates to punt.
But on the punt, the Lakers
fumbled and Heath again got
the ball, taking over on the
Laker 24.
Again, the Laker defense
held as the Pirates didn't even
get a first down.
Finally, late in the second
period, the Lakers broke down
on defense. On a first and 10
from their own 28, the Pirates
gained 42 yards on a sweep to
the right as halfback John
Smith carried all the way to
the Laker 30. Then, with only a
half-minute remaining in the
4.‘
RUGGED ROY —Month Minim▪ * John Smith finds the going
tough here as he gets smocked waist-high by Roy Whims (12)
of the Lakers. Mums bed on mitstending defensive game and
picked up nine tackles for the Laker jOyn4/S.
151e5f Finites by filikitreedee)
half, the Pirates went up 6-0 as
Hulin hit on a 30-yard scoring
pass to Kelvin Sinith.
The ball was batted away
around the five-yard line but
Smith came up with a circus
catch for the TD. The
conversion- run was stopped
and the Lakers trailed 6-0 at
halftime.
Neither team had any kind
of threat going again until
early in the fourth period
when Heath put six more
points on the board as Marcus
Bowen of the Pirates picked
off a pass and sprinted
unmolested for 15 yards and
the TD, making it 12-0.
The Pirates should have
scored again but tempers cost
them the six points. Late in the
game, Heath recovered a
fumble on the Laker 10. After
moving down to the three, the
Pirates were slapped with
two, 15-yard penalties on the
same play and that did away
with the scoring threat.
"We just did not execute
offensively," Laker coach
Stan Outland said.
"We blocked up front pretty
well but we didn't block their
linebackers. We were hitting
and slipping and just not able
to hold the blocks long enough.
You can't block anyone when
you're standing straight up,"
Outland added. '7 I
"I was also quite
disappointed in our defensive
end play. I felt Heath hurt us
outside and they also hurt us
in the deep secondary. They
just outplayed us," Outland
said.
Outland said he was pleased
with the efforts of cornerback
Roy Williams, - linebacker
eTroy Garland, defensiv nd
Mark Herndon and 
def41 
sive
tackle Richard Yo g.
Statistics showed Herndon
and Williams with nine tackles
while Garland had seven and
Young six.
Offensively, Outland said he
felt John Canady did a good
job in running with the ball.
For Laker football fans, the
frqihman team will be in
action Thursday. Last
Thursday,' the Laker frosh
won an 8-6 overtime game
with Heath. The game this
Thursday will be at 5 p.m.
against Lone Oak.
Next Monday, the Laker
jayvees will be at Lone Oak
for a-6:30 p.m. game. The
Jayvees are now 0-2.
To Be Delayed
SINGAPORE (AP) — The
London-to-Sydney motor car
rally will finish one day late on
Sept. 28 due to delayed
shipment of cars from
Singapore, an official of the
rally said to-day.
Originally the rally was to
have ended in Sydney on Sept.
27. The cars, which were
scheduled to. have left
Singapore on Sept. 10, left by
ship on Monday and the
drivers left for Perth,
Australia, by charter flight
early today, the official said.
He also said certain sections
of the last leg of the rally from
Perth to Sydney will be left out










'Fiberglass of all types
'Free estimates on small jobs
*Satisfaction guaranteed
Call 753-5303








SALE PR10E1 048 SAVE 1.4.00
List $14.48





SALE PRICE$696 SAVE $3.00
List $9.96




















@Project can be completed in one day.
*Easy soap and water clean up.




thol Air Siopping Center
•
Open til 8:00 753 3642
.5
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'FIREPLACE
SHOPPE
Now! A beautiful, energy saving wood bur-
ning fireplace for every budget.
Also we carry
a full line of:
Ben Franklin fireplaces
Automatic Wood Heaters
- Wood & Coal Stoves
...Plus many Hearth accessories, glass screens &
related gift items.
Stop in and discuss your Fireplace needs with our
qualified sales personnel.
Installation on all items and Bank financing
available.
Olympic Plaza, Murray, Ky.
753-4150
Warm your hearth,




woodburning circulator to help
you conserve energy...
• Automatic thermostat holds even heat..
one fueling lasts overnight
• Cast iron, asbestos lined fire and ash doors
• Cast iron grates, liners and flue collar
• Beautiful Bonderized high heat resistant
baked enamel cabinet finish
• Double bottom for cool floor, better
circulation
• Optional blower for on-the-floor warm air
Today's technology lets you get more warmth
from wood in this handsome, durable heater
made in the U.S.A. by a company with over
85 years of experience!
We have them in stock now...Come in or call.
\ACE Murray
  Supply Co.
NNE. Main-753-3311
HOMES FOR AMERICANS
THIS ONE BEDROOM retirement home is designed especially
for waterfront properties. Both the living-dining area and the
large screened porch face the view. Plan HA1004R by Jan
Reiner offers 690 square feet plus the carport and screened
porch. This house requires a lot that is a minimum of 50 feet by
120 feet. To obtain more information, write to the architect-
enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope-at 1000 - 52nd
Street North, St Petersburg, FL 33710.
Here's How
Solar Heating for Do-It-Yotirselfers
By EARL ARONSONAp. New sfeatures
The past summer has been are!) dry one in many areas,causing problems for a numberOf home gardeners. So we're
Passing along a tip from the
American Association of Nur-sery :nen describing what
drought-suffering friends in
England are doing to help theirtrees overcome water troubles.
They are dispensing wastewater in a stingy but sufficient
amount through a homemade
dispensing system.
First you need a big plasticbag, such as you purchase fortrash disposal, or get when youbuy fertilizer or peat moss. Butit should be strong and withoutPunctures, except at the top.
The top of the bag should betied to a tree branch, thenfilled with water - from thebath. 'washing machine, dish-washer. A bit of 'soap in. itwon't matter.
Then with a pin, prick the
bottom of the bag close to thetree trunk. The hole should beonly large enough to permit
water to drip out very slowly
and run down the side of the
trunk. In this way you'll get
maximum penetration and full
utilization of the water. Fill the
bag as often as needed to con-
tinue the slow drip.
Schoolchildren in England
are encouraged to adopt street
trees for their personal care.
This is where the bag watering
system comes in.
Try it and help trees in your
area through drought times.
By LEE MITGANG
Associated Press Writer
Most Americans don't realize
it, but just by choosing the
right color paint, using sensible
weatherproofing and having
windows facing in the right di-
rection, are energy-wasting
house can be turned into a
more economical solar home.
Many home buyers and
homeowners have shied away
from the idea of using solar
energy to heat their homes.
They don't see much sense in
building some ugly 'glass con-
traption on their roofs, at a
cost of $5,000, $10,000 or more,
and hoping the sun shines.
But a new book, "The Solar
Home Book" by architect and
solar expert Bruce Anderson,
puts a different light on how to
put sun to work in the home, in
language any do-it-yourselfer
can understand.
A house itself "is a solar col-
lector, or at least should be de-
signed on the principle of one,"
says Anderson.
The book describes several
quick, easy and relatively
cheap ways persons who al-
ready own their home can "ret-
rofit" for partial solar heating.
It wouldn't mean throwing out
the oil, gas or electric heating
and a few simple projects can
fill 10 to 50 per cent of, a
home's heating needs.
One project is the so-called
"window box." A well-insulated
wooden box with a glazed top
and black plywood bottom is
leaned against the frame of a
southern-facing window. Cold
air from inside the house enters
the box, is warmed by the
black surface, whia has been
heated by the sun entering the
glazed surface. The warm air
goes back into the house.
Depending on the size of the
window box. Anderson says it
can handle as much as 50 per
FOAM
INSULATION
The Insulation With The Nigh R Factor
Can Be:
(1) Installed between studs in existing home, (any kind of ex-
terior finish)
(2) Installed in air space between brick & celotex in existing
homes.
(3) Installed in block walls before roof is installed in new
buildings.
(4) Installed in walls of new homes.




Also blown insulations for attics











ENERGY SAVER—Architect and solar expert
Bruce Anderson advocates a window-box collector
such as this in his book on economical ways for the
do-it-yourselfer to put the sun to work in both new
and existing homes. (Illustration from "The Solar
Home Book.")
cent of the heating load. The
box is usually removed during
the summer.
If there are few windows on
the south side of the house, the
book describes how the home-
owner can make a -wall collec-
tor." A portion of the southern
wall is covered with glass to
collect solar heat. and holes are
cut in the wall to allow cool air
into the collector and warm air
back into the house.
More costly in the short-run,
but more interesting, is the
idea of building an attached
greenhouse to grow vegetables
and heat a portion of the home
At 1976 material prices, An-
derson calculates that a 1.000-
square-foot greenhouse would
cost the do-it-yourselfer $571. If
the homeowner then farmed the
greenhouse intensively, the food
savings and lower heating hills
alone would more than pay for
the building costs in just one
year.
If he or she didn't farm it at
all, "it would take about seven
years for the greenhouse to pay
for itself -- even less if gas
prices continue to spiral," says
Anderson.
Again depending on the size
of' the greenhouse, the captured
solar heat Could carry 10 to 50
per cent of the home heating
load.
And if a person is thinking of
adding a new room on the
_south side of the home, why not
. Solar heat it? "If you're clever,
you can also supply heat for
the rest of the house," says An-
derson.
A good start in building the
new room is a concrete floor in
a dark color. The concrete will
• capture and hold plenty of solar
heat if the windows allow direct
sunlight.
The house itself, if built and
planned properly, can do the
job of heating while reducr,
energy bills. For instance, tti,
most solar-efficient house
elongated along the east-we"
direction. And a rectangula:-
house is preferable to a squat,
The' home builder shot:.
know which way the" hou,
should be facing based on vit•I'
part of the country it is belt,.
built in. Taking into accout '
prevailing winds and sun am_
les, a house in hot,- hum, .
Miami should be facing Lam., •
due south and slightly east •
hot, arid Phoenix, a how-
should point a bit more to it,.
east, while, homes in New N'ork
or Minneapolis would be orient
ed more southerly than Ph.
nix, but less so than Miami:
A house should be able
store solar heat even when
sect pests, through controlled
love calls. Now the federal Ag-
ricultural Research Service re-
ports another control move,
this one a biological threat to
many species of aphids.
The control is the seven-
spotted ladybird beetle, which
preys on aphids in Europe,
Asia and North Africa. This
cousin to the American ladybug
is already established in sev-
eral parts of the United States.
It has been observed feeding on
25 species of aphids found on
the University of Delaware
farm at NeViark and last spring
was an important factor in con-
trolling pea aphids in an alfalfa
plot there and in Oklahoma.
And an entomologist at tile
U.S. Agricultural Research
Service Southeastern Fruit and
Nut Research laboratory in
Byron, Ga., also identified the
beetle as the most abundant
aphid predator on the farm's
legumes asefituit trees last
spring. The beetles were re-
leased there in 1976.
Efforts to introduce the sev-
en-spotted ladybird beetle in
several states, including New
Mexico, Ohio, Washington and
Illinois, began in 1975 but defi-
nite establislunent has not been
confirmed there.
Via Mexico
The French marigold, that
popular 6-to 12-Inch border fa-
vorite, isn't very French.
English herbalists began call-ing them French marigolds be-cause they got the seeds from
France. But the French notlong before had received themfroni Spain, which had gottenthem from Cortez and his Con-
quistadores from the Aztec cap-ital in Mexico.
Herbs Help
Friends at Jackson & Perkins
.tell us that some herbs act as
repellants to a number of in-
sects and some folk plant them
in their garden for just such
purposes.
Garlic, supposed to scare off. •
vampirii.,,more prosaically re-
' pels aphids: basil deters flies
and mosquitoes, and catnip,
while attracting cats, is sup-
posed to fend off flea beetles. 
Here's the Answer ffg
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. - I have been doing a lot
of reading about kitchens lately
because we are thinking of hav-
ing our kitchen remodeled in
about six months. Several
tunes I have come across the
expression "work triangle- to
indicate an ideal layout from
the standpoint of efficiency.
While I have a vague idea of
what this means, I am not
quite sure about the details.
Can you help me?
A. - A work triangle refers
to a step-saving ivrangement
which places a major appliance
at each' point of the triangle.
Under an ideal setup, the three
points of the triangle would be
equal distances apart, but it is
not always possible tn,achieve
because of differences in the
shapes of kitchens. At one point
of the triangle pattern should
be the refrigerator, at one the
sink and the remaining one the
stove. Usually, you move from
the refrigerator to the sink to
the stove, so the sink center
should be between the two oth-
ers, with the whole idea to cut
down backtracking. An essen-
tial element of a good work
triangle is that it is one through
which no traffic passes.
Q. Our house has very old
wooden gutters that are gener-
ally in good shape. But there is
one small section where the
wood has rotted a bit. How can
this be repaired without cutting
out the section and replacing it,
which might be a difficult job?
A. - Most hardware stores
and building supply dealers sell
patching kits for that purpose.
Some consist of pieces of fiber
glass with instructions on how
to apply and secure a patch. Or
you can place a heavy piece of
canvas or aluminum foil over
the leaky area, setting it in
roofing cement and then hold-
ing down the edges with the
same cement.
Q - I would like to make's
small pool for our backyard
garden. I intend to make it of
concrete. Would it be practical
to use a drain pipe at the bot-
tom so the water can be emp-
tied out occasionally?
A. - Yes, but be sure it
leads to a point lower than the
bottom of the pool where the
drainage is good.
Q. I know that spar var-
rush can be used outdoors, but
is it good for furniture that is
kept outside all year round in
both hot and cold weather?
Also, how did it get its naine?
- A. - The traditional spar
varnish got its name because it
was, and still is, used on the
spars that supported the rig-
ging on ships. It is sometimes
called marine varnish. While it
is very durable, it is not meant
for furniture, inside or out.
t The techniques of using var-
nish, shellac, lacquer, stain,
bleach, etc., are detailed in
Andy Lang's booklet, "Wood
Finishing in the Home," avail-
able by sending 15 cents and a
long,STAMPED, self-addressed
envelope to Know-How, P.O.








We can do a lot for your lot.
Why? Because we can
build you a beautiful building.
Like the one shown above.
•or like almost any building
you have in mind.
You prob4tly see many
of our buildings all the time
without realizing it. And each
one is proof that we can offer
you a wide range of beautiful
sun isn't shining.
"Houses built of heav2, mate-
rials such as stone and con-
crete do this best," according
to the book.
• The 'house should also be
built to trap heat and onl!, let it
escape slowly. The color can be
important, especially if in-
sulation is poor. The darker the
color, the more heat from the
sun is absorbed.
Intelligent use of shading sol-
ves some of the summer cool-
ing problems of the solar-ori-
ented dwelling. Building awn-
ings and overhangs and trel-
lises is one method, but there's
nothing like trees planted in
front of south-facing windows
- whose bare branches allow
sun in during the winter, and
provide shade in the summer.
("The Solar Home Book" is
published by Cheshire Books. )
Remodeling a kitchen? Building
a home? Let the Design
Specialists at Ward-Elkins plan
your new kitchen using custom
built cabinetry from Coppes-
Nappance, Merillat or Riviera'.
No matter what your style
preference might be - Con-
temporary — Colonial- _ or
Traditional, we have them all.
Choose from Cherry, Maple,
Pine, Pecan and Oak Stop by
our modern showroom and
see "Quality Like It Used To
Be." t
buildings.
You have almost unlimited
design options. We can give
you sweeping rooflines,
attractive overhangs, even
futuristic domes. You can add
wood, glass, brick or almost
any type exterior wall material.
On the inside, the design
possibilities are also wide open.
<BUTLER>
INUILOER
-We can plan your building's
interior to create a beautiful.
flexible arrangement. With all
ceilings, floors, walls, lighting
and other interior elements -
fitiished to your taste.
-- So whatever your building -
needs may he, call us. And
discover the beauty Of-having
us build your next building-.
CESA CONTRACTORS, INC.
Roots 1 Box 525
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State Researchers Appraise Teen Drinking, Driving Habits
RICHMOND, Kyn, (AP) -
Researchers here will try to
get Kentucky high school
students to think for
themselves this school year
about drinking, drugs and
driving, and whether they
should be combined.
At least 67 per cent of
Kentucky teenagers try
alcoholic beverages at least
once and more than 10 per
cent drink from once a week to
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by the Traffic Safety Institute.
The survey indicated 40.5
per cent of the students
smoked marijuana at least
once a mont.id 7:3.7 per cent
at least once-feeek.
And it indicated that
Kentucky teenagers, when
compared V the rest of the




highschool-age louths is 67
per cent, said Jerry Leber,
project coordinator for the
Traffic Safety Institute, in a
recent interview.
The institute, part of the
College of Law Enforcement
at Eastern Kentucky
University, obtained the
Kentucky data by surveying
more than 1,200 students at 12
high schools. The institute
promised not to identify the
schools.
The research team also
reviewed literature since 1924
and reported that, "Every
competent investigation
demonstrated that the use of
alcohol is a major source of
highway crashes, especially
violent crashes.
One of the most dangerous
combinations . . . is the
combination of inexperience
in driving and inexperience in
drinking," the survey report
said.
The study indicated "a
fairly high incidence" of
driving under the Influence of
'alcohol. Almost 17 per cent of
the students had been stopped
by the police at least once.
More than 5 per cent said they
had had an accident while
drinking and almost 3 per cent
had had an accident while
using marijuana.
Asked how often they drive
after drinking, 37.3 per cent
said occasionally, 10.8 per
cent said every time and 15.8
per cent said about three-
fourths of the time.
The $117,000 National
Highway and Traffic Safety
Administration grant that
paid for the survey has also
paid for the making of a film,
"Dialogue About Drinking,"
Leber said.
The film, made in Central
Kentucky, will be sent along
with brochures, a teachers'
guide and other educational
materials to every high school
In Kentucky this school year,
he said.
We have tried," he said,
to develop a package that
will cause a kid to think the
whole thing out for himself, so
that when he decides not to
drink it's his own decision, not
something somebody tells him
to do."
-Right now among
Kentucky teenagers there's an
idea that if you don't drink
you're not okay, that there's
something wierd or unusual.
We want to tell them it's okay
not to drink," he said.
"We want to get each
student to take an honest
appraisal and make his own
decision - which I don't think
many of them do now," Leber
said.
He said the institute will
conduct a followup survey
• near the end of the school year







and bunches, Americans buy
billions of flowers every year
and the same inflation that
has been 'eroding buying
power in other areas has
boosted the price of the
blossoms.
Industry spokesmen blame
higher fuel costs for much of
the increase. Many flowers
are grown in greenhouses and
the natural gas to heat the
greenhouses has risen in
price. Labor, materials and
shipping charges also are
more expensive.
"Energy costs alone have
tripled in the past three
years," said Douglas Gordon
of the Denver Wholesale
Nancy
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Florist Co. which ships about
80 million carnations a year
from Colorado - the nation's
biggest carnation producer -
to the rest of the country and
overseas.. Labor, fertilizer and
pesticides also have gone up
sharply, he said.
Flower prices vary widely
from area to area and season
to season, making it difficult
to -compile statistics on
percentage increases. Price
rises over the past year or two
generally have ranged from 10
to 50 cents a flower, however.
Long-stemmed roses start at
about $1.50 each in big cities.
Gordon, who handles
flowers from 85 growers, said
the average cost of producing
one carnation is 11 cents, but
prices for individual flowers
vary, according to quality.
The top grade brings 22 cents
a blossom; the bottom grade,
'•practically nothing."
At the retail level, he said,
you might get a dozen
carnations for $3 or less in the
supermarket or at a street
stand or you might pay $10 or
more for an arrangement
delivered from a florist.
Part of the difference in cost
between the grower and retail
levels is shipping charges.
Getting the flowers from the
market in Denver to the
wholesaler or retailer in other
parts of the country - usually
by air, in boxes holding
anywhere from 700 to 1,000
blooms - adds four cents to
the cost of each carnation,
Gordon said.
Spoilage also boosts prices.
The wholesaler and retailer do
not know exactly what the
demand will be and have to
have enough on hand to
anticipate buyers. Sometimes,
they have too much. The
flower seller is "faced with a
lot of spoilage," said Gordon.
He said he could not estimate
exactly how many of the
blossoms he ships are never
sold, but said it was possible
that the loss was as much as
one in four.
Roses are even more
delicate, Gordon said. "They
have to be cut at the right hour
and sold immediately," he
added.
"The whole thing
accumulates to make the final
cost involved," said Jim
Krone of Roses, Inc., an
association of commercial
growers in 29 states. He noted
that prices probably will be
lower in smaller cities where
the cost of doing business is
less.
Once you've bought your
roses, you can expect them to
last five to seven days at home






A regular feature, prepared
by the American Cancer
Society to help save your
life from cancer.
p)ung father asks: "What
should I look for in an insur-
ance policy to cover medical
costs if cancer strikes me or
my family?"
A NSWE Rline: Here are some
.key points to look for: (1)
the length of hospitalization
coverage which should be at
least 30 days, (2) whether
there is coverage for cancer
treatment given outside of
the hospital, e.g. chemo-
therapy or radiation therapy,
(3) whether or not it's worth-
while to accept a high deduc-
tible amount before coverage
begins in return for better
longterm coverage, (4)
whether there are benefits for
home care situations, e.g.
visiting nurses or homemakers,
(5) know when you must
pick up a share of the hospital
costs. The American Cancer
Society believes that a careful-
ly chosen general medical
insurance policy is better
than special so-called "cancer
insurance" policies which-
may unnecessarily duplicate
the coverage a person may
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and at extra cost.
A high school teacher writes:
"Are there any trends that in-
dicate we can make a dent in
cigarette smoking among
teenagers?"
ANSWERline: Yes. A recent
nationwide study by the
American Cancer Society
pointed to some encouraging
signs. First of all, cigarette
smoking is a minority pheno-
menon among the young, and
the hazards of cigarettes are
known. Also, young people
value physical fitness and self-
control, traits that don't fit in
well with entrapment by the
cigarette habit. Young
people tend to favor stricter
anti-smoking regulations, and,
young people who don't
smoke tend to exert pressureg-
on their friends who do. All
of these points are pluses to
keeP in mind when discussing
cigarette smoking with young
people. A copy of "Cigarette
Smoking Among Teen-agers
and Young Women" is avail-
able free of charge from your
local Amelican ,Cancer
Society Unit if you want
more information.
A biology student asks:
"What is being done for
asbestos workers who may
develop cancer because of
their occupation?"
ANSWERline: Thanks to
fine' cooperation between the
International Association of
Heat and Frost Insulators and
Asbestos Workers, and the
Johns Manville ompany. a
special treatment center has
been established at the Mt.
Sinai Cancer Center in New
York City to follow workers
at risk of developing mesothe-
lierna. a rare form of cancer
of the chest or abdominal
cavity. StudieS will be clone
on biochemical markers for
early .detection of the disease
and itse will be made of ad-
vanced diagnostic techniques
such as computerized . x-ray
scanners. There will be an
intensive effort to test and
develop., new treatment ap-
proaches' using drugs that
have proven useful against
Tither forms of cancer. Only
'a few of these drugs have
been tried in treating meso-
thelioma, a form of cancer










Handcraft invites you to
come by and see the new




bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
k 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
PROVERBS 14:12 "There
is a way which seemeth
right unto a man; but
the end thereof are the
ways of death." Are you
sure your right, or does
it just seem right? To
make sure you are right,
read God's instruction
manual, The Holy Bible,
and be sure. Don't wait
until it's, too 1 te. Needi
assistance? all 753-
0984.




used paperbacks. Sell 42
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on and the Business
Office may be
reached on 753-
1 9 16 ond 753 1917
2 Notice
MURRAY ICE CO. is now
taking coal orders. Call
753-1813.
5 Lost And Found
LOST ONE large black
and white male cat in




HELP WANTED - a wash
and lube person. Full
time. Send resume to P.
0. Box 32U.
HELP WANTED to work
as warehouseman and
part time counter sales
help. Send resume to
Box 32T. I -
RECEPTIONIST-
ASSISTANT, preferably
under age 35, for local
professional office.
Some typing required.






ladies ready to wear
lingerie-foundations.
Three -to five dap"; a
week. Send resume to
Box 32 V, Murray.
PERSONS IN-
TERESTED in 2nd or
3rd income capable of
earning $300-$500 per
month. Possibly from
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MSU STUDENT wishes to




Please call 767-4065, ask
for Kevin.
14. Want To Buy
WE BUY used trailers.
Call 1-442-1918 or after 5,
4434515.
A SHALLOW well pump
and tank. Call 436-5830.
SMALL TWO bedroom
house in city. 'Near
shopping center. Call
753-5814.
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669.
WANT TO BUY used air
conditioners. Call Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
1551.
15. Articles For Sale
TOBACCO STICKS any
amount. Call 489-2126. ,
SHINGLES, BLACK -
Celotex 5 one-third sq.
$75. Nails 1. inc., 19 lb.
$8.00. Call 436-2121.
SUPER STUFF, sure




home of "Wishing Well
Gift Shop."




suits, coats, sizes 14.
Size 11 short coat. Call
753-4639 after 6 p.m.
SALE - all fuel chimney,
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NEW AND USED air
compressors for sale.




sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Wry
Avenue. 753-6767. ;
SALE - FRANKLIN




couch and chair. Ex-
cellent condition. Also
baby stroller and high










oven range. $200. Call
492-8203 after 4 p.m.
FOR SALE large upright







condition. $40. Call 753-
0649.
COMPLETE BEDROOM
suit, solid wood. Electric
guitar and amp.









1968 300 MF DIESEL
combine. 13 ft. robot
header. Corn header.
Call 753-1381 after 6 p.
m.
ONE ROW FORD corn
picker. and 20 ft. corn




rig 14' semi-V heavy
aluminum boat, trailer,
20 h.p. Johnson, foot
control trolling motor
and low range fish
locater. Also cattle
racks for GMC LWB
pickup. Call 498-8151.
10 SPEED BICYCLE in
good shape. Shallow




for 45 minutes Begin-
ners to fourth year. Call
Cindy Bazzell, 489-2671





Anal CAstig Naos UNA*
Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
Ilene Awed srl epsognil win IA
peers. On NA sign gay name AAA WI






made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.










Magnavox TV for just
$15 per month or a total
of $399.00. J and B Music
- Magnavox, 753-7575.
27 Mobile Home Sales







12 x 60 3 BEDROOM, 1
acre lot. Near East
Elementary. $7500. Call
753-8657.
32 Apartments For Rent
For Rent
Nice furnished apart-
ment close to campus





at noon or after 5, 753-
4109.
33 Rooms For Rent
ROOMS, WALKING from
MSU. Available this t
weekend. Utilities
furnished. Call 753-1812.
34 Houses For Rent
FOUR BEDROOM 2 full 4;
baths, "2 acre yard in
town. $300. Deposit
required. Call 753-6086.
36 For Rent Or Lease
HORSE STABLE for
rent, pasture land also
available. Call- Mike
Brannack 753-8850
between 8 and 5.
37 Livestock Supplies
BEAUTIFUL 21  YEAR
old Bay Quarter horse
gelding. Ready for
training, for sale or
trade. Call 753-6491.
AQHA QUARTER horse






STUD SERVICE for Toy
Poodle in exchange for
pick of litter. Call 753-
5163.
.11ALF PERSIAN kittens.
Very nice. One calico,
one tan and white, one
tabby and white. Call
753-8761.
39 Poultry Supplies
12 x 52 MOBILE home. -zo BIG RED hens, laying.
$5,000 or $1500 and take $1.00 a piece. Call 753-
over payments. Call 759- 4418.
1039.




heat and air, 2
bedrooms, 2 baths.
Located at Riviera Cts.
$4,500. Call 489-2729.
FOR SALE - 12 x 60
Windsor. Good con-
dition. Lots of cabinets
and large closets, solid
walnut paneling. Most
furniture including
washer and dryer to
stay. Call 753-9785 after 4
p. m.




16th Street. Call 753-
3855.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for










Riminoil math re ma. Or buy U 11-11a4d wad 
save. Corapiste and
reedy to assosable Sze op Cu 24160 
standard, bat will precut say site
aimmlisd. Sloop b. rest tbs. cease C. Castes 
Swift sad bay tbo bast
for less.
inwommum1niST0111 BURT PROTAIRE OUILDINGS 753-0904
Country Living ,14
thy COMMAIIICO
Good location only 11/2 miles from &Murray,
modern .3 bedroom brick home on large lot.
Phone Kopperud Realty today for an ap-
pointment to see this lovely home.
KOPPERUD
REALTY
Ph. 753-1222 711 Main
43 Real Estate
VACATION COTTAGE,






division. Just a short
distance from the water.











"LOVE YOUR DARLING LITTLE HAT,
ETHEL.11
RECIPE FOR HOME
GROWN KIDS - Keep
them well rested in one
of 4 bedrooms, well fed
in the eat-in kitchen,
watered down in one of
the 2 bathrooms, well •
adjusted in the
basement rec room.
What's for you? 2
, fireplaces, shag •car-
peting, 7 closets and
peace of mind because it
doesn't cost a fortune.
Priced in the 20's.
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
753-1492.
FOR SALE - Brick
Duplex. Three
bedrooms on 1 ,side, 2
bedrooms on other.
Carpet, electric heat, air
condition, disposals,
built-in electric stoves.
Owner will finance. Call
753-7861 days, "753-5079
nights.
FOR SALE by owner --
Lake front te lake view
lots on Ky. Lake in Pine




Development, 405 S. 4th
St., Murray, Ky. Day
753-7668 night 753-2394.
BIG FAMILY? A 4
bedroom, 2L2 bath home
in Gatesboroug,h, has all
built-ins, carpet,
fireplace in family


















645 N. 4th Street - At-
tractive and desirable
country-like place in the
city. Aluminum siding 2




Situated on 1 acre tree
studded lot. Under
$30,000. Call or come by
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th, 753-
8080.
HOUSE AND 4',2 acres
only 5 minutes from city
limits. House recently
been redecorated inside





location. Priced to sell





located only It block






garden area. This is an
unequalled housing
opportunity so better act
fast! Priced in mid 20's.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222. We
are working hard to
provide the best possible
service to you.
25 ACRES WITH several
beautiful building sites
and over 1300 ft, of high-
way frontage. Located
within minutes of Ky.
Lake. Priced in mid
teens. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222. We provide a




fortable 2 bedroom brick
home on large lot 6 miles
west of Murray. Solid
construction, hardwood
floors, low utility bills
and a very neat home









bedroom brick. 1 12
miles South of Murray
with central heat and
air, family room,
fireplace and redwood
deck on "2 acre lot. Mid




about 6 acres, 7 miles
east off 94 on Hale Road.
Nice building spot near
Murray and Ky. Lake.
98 acres near lake, road
on two sides. Good
developing property or.
cleared for farm use.
Galloway Realtor, 505
- Main, Phone 753-5842.
43 Real Estate
100' x 310' LEVEL lots.
Choice of two, for only
$2,650 each. Located 5
mi. South of Murray on





'low Key To Happy
llowse Minding"
111 Bain 763-1222
FOR SALE BY MINER
- Duplex & fourplex
lots with all utilities in
Stadium View Sub-
division. Call or see
James D. Futrell Real
Estate Development,
405 S. 4th St., Murray.
Ky. Day 753-7668 Night
753-2394.
WE HAVE several pieces
of lake property
available including
some choice water front
lots. Ask to see our
'water front lots right on
the lake. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., 753-0101 or 753-
7531.
1528 OXFORD DRIVE




cent. heat & air. An
exceptional home. Only




South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1061
44. Lots For Sale
FOR .SALE BY'OWNEit
- Large shaded lot on
Doran Rd. 114 Acres or
180 x 275 Could well be
the best lot left in
Murray. James D.
Futrell, 405 S. 4th St.,
Murray, Day 753-
7668 or night 753-2394?
EXCELLENT QUALITY
1969 Chevrolet pickup
short wide bed, 6
cylinder, straight shift.
Call 753-2495.
45. Farms FOI Sale
48 ACRE FARM. Ap-
proximately 35 acres
tendable. tbacco, corn
and bean hind. Off High-
way 121. 2 miles N. of.
ColdWater ,)ri 1836. Call
489-2131
35.5 ACRES. dl fenced. 30
acres tenri,ible. Three
ponds. I stoi k barn. Six
miles from Murray.
$38,000 Ca',I 753-2280.
46. Homes For Sale
FOUR ROOM HOUSE
excellent for 2 people.
Call 753-7948.
47 Motorcycles
1976 SUZUKI GT-750. Call
759-1331.
1976 HONDA 550-4
cylinder. Like new 4,000
miles. Will sell outright
or take over payments.
Call 753-4529 from 7 a.m.
to 4 p.m.
MINI BIKE Just like
new. Call 753-8200.
1977 YAMAHA street
bike, like new with
extras, or trade for car.
Call 436-2216.






1976 FORD LTD, red with
white half vinyl roof.
Power steering, brakes
and air. $4,050. Call 435-
4238 after 5 p. m.
1971 CHEVELLE Malibu".
New tires. good con-
dition, 3400 miles, AM-
FM, 8 track stereo,
power steering, air
condition, just tuned up.




10. Long wheel base,
Power steering and
brakes, air and tilt
wheel. Red with black
!interior. Radial tires.
Transmission needs
work. Call 354-6206 after
4 p. m.
FOR RENT - New
economy car, full-size
auto, pickup or 12
passenger van. Murray
Leasing, Inc. 753-1372.
1975 GRAND PRIX. Red
with white top, all
power, air condition,
factory tape, new tires.
Local car. $3795. Call
after 6 p. m. 7534469.
1967 DELTA 88, 2 door
hardtop. Call 753-6929
after 6 p. m.
FOR SALE - 1976 Dodge
van Sportsman 100 with
air, AM-FM, cruise.
















4 p.m. & 6 p.m.
CACTUS
Hundreds to choose from.
HUTCHENS
PUNT FARM
Closed Sunday and Monday
Located 61/2 miles west of Hazel. Turn
West on State Line at Hazel go 5' miles
turn loft at sign go 1 mile.
19 Used Cars & Trucks
1973 V. W. SQUARE-
RACK, 52,000 miles. Runs




with air. In good
condition with insulated
topper. Call 1-3544217
after 4 p. m.
1967 MUSTANG, good
shape inside and out.




1971 'TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.
Call 527-8273 after 4:00.
1972 MERCURY Mon-
terey, 4 door, white with
black vinyl top, double





1971 V.W. SUPER Beetle.
With air. Good con-
dition. $900. Call 753-
0797.
1975 FORD 3 TON truck.
Four wheel drive. Model
250. Large tires, straight





tape, air, radial tires,
excellent condition. Also
1970 Duster, 6 cylinder,
automatic, one owner,
low mileage. Call 436-
2427.
1945 FORD PICKUP.
Custom cab, nice. 6
cylinder, straight shift.
$750. Call 753-8124.
1971 FORD PINTO, 39,800












and top soil. Call Joe
Beard, 436-2306.
M&M Blacktopping, seal









exterior. By the hour or
job.' Free estimate. Call
753-8343.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John








roofs sealed, and Alcoa
aluminum house siding
& trim. Call Jack









struction Co., Route 2;
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky...
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
WILL HAUL LIME or




TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, hebting and




Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x




ficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
ELECTRIC WIRING





home or industrial. Call









steam or dry foam
method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30
years, and are Number 1
in the professional
cleaning business today.
For a special in-
troductory offer for July
and August, all carpet
and furniture cleaning
performed will be
Scotchgunrd free of '
charge. Also contract
cleaning daily, weekly




Company Inc. Air con-













FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor






WILL STAY with' elderly







Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall








after 5 p. m.
DO YOU NEED stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,









BABYSITTING IN IN my





on any type of furniture!
Free estimates. Call 753- •
9753.
WOULD LIKE to babysit





aurrbod claims carper us... 
(Ashy-
V) pound portable power-
house does all the work
EFFECTIVELY -
cleans, nnaes and vacuum el
out deep down dirt and





a fraction of the coat
YOU SAVE UP TO
US .00 PER ROOM P
sr_




FREE KITTENS red and




is now working at Leta's Beauty Salon,
Tuesday, Wednesday and Saturday.
1600 Dodson Ave. Call now for ap-
pointment 753-8282.
HIGH SCHOOL AREA .
This lovely new home is on Sycamore Street on a
corner lot with entry to garage from the side.
Has lovely carpet, two full baths, large paneled
family room with brick wood burning fireplace.
Central heat and air powered by an economical
heat-pump, and thermopane windows. There is a
large foyer with closets. Kitchen has built-ins in-
cluding self-clean oven. Extra large paneled
garage has separate storage room. For your con-
venience there is an electric garage door opener.
You will enjoy the spacious redwood deck. Call
us for a personal showing. In the 50's.
Guy Spann Realty
'YOUR KEY PFOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
901 Sycamore Street none 753-7724
Member of Multiple listings
Guy Spann, 753-2557 Levis* Baker, 753-2409
Jock Persian, 753-8961 Prerdice Dunn, 753-3725
T.C. Collie, 753-3122 Ray R , 753 2437
AP
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Final rites for Mrs. Owen
, Thelma ',West were held this
norrning at 10•30 a.m. at the
chapel Of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Horne with Bro. John
Dale officiating.
Pallbearers were Hue!
West, Sr., Paschall West, Joe
West, Bert Taylor, Eurie
_ Warren, John Clendenon, Glen
Johnson, and Harrell Broach.
Burial was in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Mrs. West, age 77, died
.Sunday at 4:55 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She is survived by her
husband, Owen West, two
sons. Haron and Ed M. West,
Murray, three sisters, four




The funeral for Mrs. Mary
Lee Walker of Dexter Route
One is being held today at two
p.m. at the Ledbetter Baptist
Church '.'.here she was a
member with the Rev.
Howard Opperman and the
Rev. Paul Bogard officiating.
Providing the music and song
service is the Warren Quartet.
Pat Kirk, Ronald Gene
Smith, Donald Campbell,
Jerry Travis, Danny Mc-
Cuiston, and Ray Wallacei are
serving as pallbearers. Burial
will be in the Ledbetter
Cemetery with the
arrangements by the ttax
Churchill Funeral Home.
Mrs. Walker, age 79, died
Sunday at 11:30 a.m. at the
'Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Her husband,
Clarence, died November 23:
1949.
She is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Garnett
Cunningham and Mrs.
Dorothy Hanz; five_ sons,
Hudie, Franklin, Clarence,
Ernest. and Tommy Walker;






The funeral services for
Mrs. Ted B. ( Maurine E. )
Brewer of Murray Route Five
will be held Wednesday at ten
a.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Bro. Ed Davis
officiating and Mrs. Otto
Erwin as organist. '
Friends may call at the
funeral home after four p.m.
today ( Tuesday).
Mrs. Brewer, age 66, died
Sunday at 8:55 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She is survived- by
her husband. Ted B. Brewer,




University Music Faculty will
t,. present recitals on the
evenings of Tuesday. Sep-
tember 13, and Tuesday,
September 20.
Designed to introduce new
faculty performers to the
community, as well as to
introduce residents to the
faculty in general, the two
programs will consist of brief
appearances by a number of
artist-teachers.
Featured tonight (Tuesday)
at 8.15 in the Recital all
Annex of the Price DoyltoPine
Arts Building will be a
newcomer John Hancock,
French horn. Mr. Hancock,
who conies to Murrax from
Boston University, will play
both as soloist • and as a.
member of the Faculty Brass
Trio. Also heard will be tenor
Henry .Bannon. bassoonist
David Gowans, violinist David
Nelsan, and the Faculty Piano
Trio, all well-known to Murray
audiences.
More new friends and old
will be . perfo&iing the
following Tuesday evening,
September 20.
These programs, like all
faculty performances at
Murray State, are open
without charge. to the entire
community.
Virgil Trout Speaker
At Meetings This Week
Virgil Trout of Oklahoma
City, Okla., will be the
featured speaker at several
church and civic meetings on
Wednesday, Thursday. and
Friday. He is minister of the
Mayfair Church of Christ.
Oklahoma City; executive




Apologetics, and chairman of
the Speakers Bureau at
Oklahoma Christian College.




devotional services at 12:30 p.
m,, and at the University
Church of Christ at"7:30 p. m.
Thursday — Murray Rotary ,
Club at the Murray Woman's
Club House at the weekly noon
Virgil Trout
luncheon meeting, cost three
dollars per meal; at the
Freed-Hardeman College
Associates dinner at 6:00 p. m.
at the University Church
alines. and at the University
Church of Christ at 7:30 p. m.
Friday — University
Christian Student Center
devotional services at noon; •
Evening retreat devotional
services for the Student
Center on Kentucky Lake.
The speaker has presented




Oregon State, University of
Arizona. University of New
Mexico, University ,of Texas,
Oklahoma State, University of
Mississippi. Memphis State,
and the University of West
Indies, Kingston, Jamaica. He
has spoken for over 250 public
high schools and has ad-
dressed civic clubs throughout
the world.
Mr. Trout has been
recognized by eight state
governments for work with
youth. He was named a
Willson Lecturer in 1963.
The public is invited to hear
Mr. Trout speak at the special
church and civic meetings,
said Bro. Kenneth Hoover,
minister of the University
Church of Christ.
Middle School PTO To
Hold Meet Thursday
The Murray Middle School
Parent-Teacher Organization
will have an open house at the
school on Thursday, Sep-
tember 15, at 7:30 p.m.
Joe Pat James, president,
urged all parents and in-
terested persons to attend.
The group will assemble in the
auditorium, but if not
available in the gymnasium,
James said.
Murray Bass Club To
Meet Here Wednesday
The Murray Bass Club will
meet Wednesday, September
14, at 6:30 p.m. at the Triangle
Inn
All members are urged to
attend, a club spokesman
said.
Oak Grove Church To
Hold Gospel Singing
A special gospel singing will
be held at the Oak Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church, located at the
Calloway-Marshall County
line at the end of the Penny-
Airport Road, on Friday,
September 16, at 7:30 p.m.
Featured groups will in-
clude The Glory Land Four,
The Neighbors, and The
Submissions. The public is
invited to attend, a church
spokesman said.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake. 7 a. m.
355.8, down 0.1.
Below dam 302.8, up 0.6.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 355.6,
down 0.3.
Below dam 303.9, up 1.0.
Sunset 7:09 p. m. Sunrise
6:37 a. m.
( THE rIEUJSin BRIEF 
NATIONAL
CINCINNATI 'APp —
looks like the judicial system
really works," said Sara
Scheuer, whose daughter,
Sandra, was one of the four
students killed in .the May 4,
1970, confrontation with Ohio.
National Guardsmen. The 6th
U.S. District Court of Appeals
granted parents of students
killed hnd wounded in the Kent
State antiwar demonstrations
a new trial in their attempt to
*collect $46 million from Gov.
James Rhodes, state officials
and National Guardsmen who
are subject of the suit.
EAST LANSING, Mich.
1AP ) — For some of the 68
people whose remains are
being buried, the funeral is
three years late. Michigan
State University on Thursday
will bury the 68 who donated
their bodies to science. About
100 relatives from 45 families
are expected to attend,
university officials say. Most
of the bodies have been
contributed to the university
in the last year, although
"some have been around for
two or three years," he said.
MIAMI I AP) — A defense
attorney hopes to use a
defense of "television
intoxification" to prove that a
15-year-old boy charged with
shooting an 83-year-old
woman to death was addicted
to television crime shows.
Principals to the case say
attorney Ellis Rubin could
break new legal ground with
such a defense in tkt Sept. 26
trial of Ronald Zamora.
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON (AP) --
Bert Lance's wife says she
doubts that Lance would
resign his job as director of
the Office of Management and
Budget because of charges
relating to his conduct as a
banker. Mrs. ha-Belle Lance,
in an interview, with The
Associated Press, says she
doesn't think the subject of a
possible resignation will even
be discussed until her husband




Congress may come to the
rescue .of women who find
themselves thrust into the job
market after laboring for
years as homemakers and
mothers. Sen. Birch Bayh, D-
-4-Ind., is trying to win
approval of a bill that would
give "states $10 million jo the
fiscal year beginning Oct. Ito




—. Two American balloonists
who were' rescued in good
shape after their attempt to
float across the Atlantic failed
say they won't try again. A
U.S. Air Force helitopter
rescued Ben L. Abruzzo, 47,
and Maxie Anderson, 44, from
their floating gondola off the
northwest coast of Iceland
Monday night after ice and
whirlpool winds forced them
down 800 miles short of their
goal. "We won't give it
another try," said the wet and
weary adventurers from
Albuquerque, N.M.
OSLO, Norway (AP) —
Prime Minister Odvar Nordli
said today he expected to
remain in office following
election gains by his socialists
that confounded the opinion
polls and the pundits.
Computer projections based
on a near-complete count of
the votes in the general
election Sunday and Monday
gave Nordli's Labor party 77
of the 155 seats in the Storting
and the allied Left Socialist
party one. This continued the
majority of one with which the




ROTC AWARD—David Sears, center, a student at
 Murray High School, views a
plaque awarded him by the Second US. Army RO
TC Regiqn in a Student leadership
Week at Fort Knox during July. Representing
 the Murray State University region, Sears
finished fourth in ROTC competition among 75
 students attending the leadership
week Viewing the plaque also is LTC Randell G. Rout
t, left, Army ROTC professor of
Military Science at Murray State University and Charlo
tte Barker, a Murray High student
counselor. Sears is the son oi Mr, and Mrs. Gilbert S
ears, Route 5, Murray.
- 4. Staff Photo by L
owell Atchiek
Parents Of Students
Killed At Kent State
Win New Trial Monday
CINCINNATI (AP —
Parents of students killed and
wounded in the Kent State
antiwar demonstrations won a
new trial in their attempt to
collect $46 million. At the
same time, the way again was
cleared for a gymnasium
annex at the site of the
shootings.
"It looks like the judicial
system really works," said
Sara Scheuer, whose
daughter, Sandra, was one of
the four students killed in the




was available from Gov.
James Rhodes, state officials
and National Guardsmen who
are subject of the suit.
Meanwhile, a campus group
Human Rights Commission Loses
Battle To Close Police Academ
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Human Rights
Commission has failed in an
effort to close the state police
academy until it admits two







the commission obtained Sept.
2 from Jeffc.-son Circuit Court
Judge Charles Anderson.
Anderson's order would
have closed the academy iuntil
the two women were adrilitted
as cadets.
The rights commission
ruled last July that the 5-foot-6
height requirements for state
troopers discriminates
against women and is void.
The commission said Marta
Pearson and Lupe Cota, both
of Lexington, were
discriminated against when
they were denied admission to
the next police acaderm
training course because they
were too short. t,
Miss Cota, 25, a former
Savannah, Ga., police officer
and graduate student at
Eastern Kentucky
University's College of Law
Enforcement, was onequarter
inch too short. Miss Pearson,
27, is also a la f enforcement
student at EKU. She stands 5-
51.4.
Attorneys for the state
Department of Justice
appealed the rights
commission ruling to Franklin





because of the nature of a
trooper's job. That appeal
must still be decided in
Franklin Circuit Court.
The state police academy
opened as scheduled Sept.
after state court of Appeals
Judge James Park dissolved
Anderson's temporary
restraining order sending
Monday's hearing on it in
Franklin Circuit Court.
James Baker, attorney for
the justice department, which
includes the Bureau of State
Police, contended that
sustaining the order would do
state police ''irreparable
harm" by preventing the
training of new officers.
He said that since rights
commission attorney Tom
Ebendorf, had not filed a
motion for a temporary
injunction prior to the
hearing, the judge had no
choice but to dissolve the
temporary restraining order.
Ebendorf said he had
prepared the motion for a
'emporary injunction and was
ready to file it. He termed
Baker's legal argument
"fundamentally unfair" since
he said there had not been
enough time to submit the
motion before the hearing.
Saying that it is "an
established provision of law
that a request for a temporary
injunction be filed prior to the
hearing, Williams dissolved
the temporary restraining
order. "My hands are tied,"
he said.
Ebendorf and Galen Martin,
director of the rights
commission, said later they
were not sure whether they
would file a motion for a
temporary injunction.
Needs Of Divorced Persons Will
Be Workshop For Luncheon
The September 14th United
Campus Ministry luncheon
program will be extended to
include a l'2 hour workshop
on the needs of divorced
persons.
A three member team
consisting of a lawyer, a social
worker and a mother will
address the audience from
their respective viewpoints
concerning the needs of
divorced people.
The format will include the
12:30 luncheon and program
STOCK MARKET
Prices of stock of locallintere,t
EDT, today, furnished if the I e &
Times by First of Michigan I ,;
Murray. are as follows
Reublein Inc 





















Prices of stocks of Local interest at
noon today furnished to Ow edger &
























which will then be adjourned
at 1:20 to the auditorium in the
UCM building. A final
presentation and the response
to it will close the workshop at
3:00 p.m.
Celeste Sikula, who joined
the Social Work faculty at
Murray State this fall, is a
social worker who previously
worked at the Comprehensive
Care Center in Murray.
A Murray attorney, Bill
Phillips, will discuss the legal
steps necessary in divorce and
will answer questions many
persons ask when divorce
proceedings begin.
Judy Koch, director of the
Math program at the MSU
Learning Center will share
some of the problems faced by
a divorced woman and by a
single parent.
The cost of. the luncheon
workshop is $1.25 and it is open
to all members of the Murray
community. Those wishing to
participate in either part of
the program are welcome to
do so, and for reservations and
information call 753-3531. a
UCM spokesman said. ,
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service Sely-
tember 13. 1477
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 512 Est 600 Harrow
s &
Gilts steady SOW3 steady
US 1-2 100130 lbs.  $40
 25-40 50
US 1,1 200-240 lbs. .. . I40
00-40 25
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. ... L19 
25-40 00
US 3-4 260-280 the. . . 8.18 
50,19 25
Sows
US 1-2 271-1501bs.  
534 00-35 00
US 1-3 300-50011w  
53300-3400
US 1.3 400-650 lbs... p5ti0-35 00 few 36 50
US 2,1 300-500 lbs. . 
$32 00-3300
Boars 24 00-27 00
Ebendorf said it would be at
least a week before
another shearing could be
scheduled, even if the motion
were filed immediately.
"The question is whether it
would be too difficult for (the
two women) to catch up ...
whether (the justice
department's) ability to delay
the restraining order would
make it impossible for them to
catch up," he said.
The 16-week training course
ends Dec. 23. Martin said a
decision on whether to try for
another restraining order to
close the academy would be
made within 48 hours.
Brandenburgh said after the
hearing that he was pleased
with the court action. He said
551 vacancies currently exist
in the bureau of state police,
and that probably another 25
to 30 positions will be vacant
by the time the current cadet
class graduates.
The first female to enter
theacademy joined the cadet
class this fall. Another woman
who met physical
requirements was offered a
place in the 50-person class,
but declined, Brandenburgh
said. Two more women have
been approved for acceptance
as cadets, he said.
called the May 4th Coalition
said it would ask the U.S.
Supreme Court today — for a
third time — to halt
construction of the $6 million
annex. The coalition hopes to
preserve the site as a historic
landmark.
The 6th U.S. District Court
of Appeals here sent the
damage suit back to the U.S.
District Court in Cleveland
because a juror had been
"threatened and assaulted"
during the 15-week trial. The
district court never
questioned the threatened
juror to learn what effect the
incidents had on him, the
three-judge appellate court
said. Details of the threat have
not been disclosed.
"The intrusion in this case
represents an attempt to
pervert our system at its very
heart," Judge Pierce Lively
wrote in his majority opinion.
He said a hearing should have
been held to determine
whether the jury had been
tainted by the threat and
assault.
"We think it is important
that the National Guard and
governor have a proper
accounting," said Benson
Wolman, executive director of
the American Civil Liberties
Union of Ohio, which filed the
appeal.
"This will provide
opportunity for retrial on the
issue that has been in the
forefront for a long time —
whether the guard used
excessive force in its
dispersing the crowd."
The panel's unanimous
decision said that a new trial
"should be less complicated
and should present more
clearly defined issues" than
the trial in 1975.
Silky, sensuous Qiana " nylon flows into fashionable
silhouettes that are delightful illustrations of how feminine
the today's look is. A beautiful glide of color skims the
figure, rippling into soft gathers that know the art of flattery.
. . both in the 2-piece blouson dress and the one-piece
dress. In colors that have strength, yet are unbelievably gen-
tle. $46448.
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